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(57) ABSTRACT 
A hardware and software system and method for a 
personal computer such as the Macintosh allows re 
cording, editing, and playback of sound. The system 
includes a sound editor which displays sound wave 
forms, and permits the user to mix together several 
simultaneously displayed waveforms, and to change the 
pitch and amplitude of one part of each waveform by 
means of a novel screen display. 
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1. 

SOUND EDITING SYSTEM USING WISUALLY 
DISPLAYED CONTROL LINE FOR ALTERING 
SPECIFED CHARACTERISTIC OF ADJACENT 

SEGMENT OF STORED WAVEFORM 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 07/302,510, filed Jan. 26, 1989 now abandoned, 
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 07/292,299, 
filed Dec. 30, 1988, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,151,998. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a computer sound editing 

system, and especially to the means by which the system 
visually displays and edits the sound and to the method 
for displaying and editing the sound. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Sound editing by means of computers is well known. 

However, those computer sound editors known in the 
art typically employ cumbersome methods for display 
ing and manipulating waveforms. The known sound 
editing systems, such as are typically used for editing 
sounds for recordings, movies, etc., are especially diffi 
cult to use for the common sound editing functions of 
mixing, adjusting volume for parts of a sound, and for 
adjusting pitch for parts of a sound. The prior art does 
not provide a convenient user interface to give the user 
sufficient control to easily align the waveforms and 
adjust their characteristics to achieve a desired result. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the present invention, a novel 
sound editing system and method is provided. While the 
sound editing system and method of this invention are 
preferably used with the Macintosh computer, this in 
vention also may be used with other computers. The 
system of this invention provides means for entering 
and storing sound waveforms in a computer memory, 
for visually displaying the waveform on a computer 
screen, and for altering the stored waveform by making 
changes in the appearance of the waveform on the 
screen, which changes are translated by the computer 
into changes in the stored waveform. 
The system includes means for simultaneously dis 

playing several sound waveforms on the screen for 
purposes of mixing them (i.e., combining several sound 
waveforms into one) by moving their locations on the 
screen so as to synchronize selected parts of the wave 
forms in time. Also, the system provides means to alter 
the pitch (i.e., frequency) or amplitude of a particular 
part of any waveform by moving a segment of a line 
adjacent to the waveform on the screen, which line 
corresponds to the pitch or amplitude for the adjacent 
part of the waveform. 
The system and method of the present invention are 

applicable to any time domain sampled data. That is, 
video or other waveforms can also be edited in accor 
dance with the invention in the same manner as are 
sound waveforms. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of the device of the 
present invention. 
FIG. 2 shows a screen display of a waveform repre 

senting monaural sound in the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 
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2 
FIG. 3 shows a screen display of two waveforms 

representing stereo sound in the preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 
FIGS. 4A and 4B shows screen displays of several 

sound waveforms for mixing in the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
FIGS. 5 and 6 show screen displays useful in adjust 

ing pitch in the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 
FIG. 7 shows a screen display useful in adjusting 

volume in the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 
FIGS. 8A and 8B show the various subroutines that 

implement the mixing of sounds in the preferred em 
bodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 shows the various subroutines that implement 
the adjusting of pitch in the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 10 shows the various subroutines that imple 
ment the volume adjustment in the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
Appendix A is the actual computer program of the 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
DETALED DESCRIPTION OF THE 

INVENTION 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention is 
a hardware and software system as shown in FIG. 1 for 
the Apple Macintosh family of computers, that allows 
the user to record, edit, and play back sound such as 
speech, noise, or music. The system includes a sound 
input device (a digitizer 10) described in copending 
application Ser. No. 07/291,808, entitled Self Powered 
Analog to Digital Converter, filed Dec. 29, 1988, (now 
abandoned), and assigned to Macromedia Inc., the as 
signee of this application, and several application pro 
grams, one of which is a sound editor program. This 
copending application is hereby incorporated by refer 
ence. The system allows sound to be recorded live or 
from other audio sources. The system is then used to 
edit the sounds. 
The digitizer 10 described in application Ser. No. 

07/291,808 is a sound input device that allows one to 
record and store sound when used with the sound editor 
application program. The digitizer 10 has a built-in 
microphone, microphone jack, line jack, and an input 
level control knob (not shown). It includes a separate 
10-foot audio cable to record from a stereo, tape deck, 
compact disk, or any similar sound system. 
The digitizer 10 preferably plugs into a serial port 11 

(modem or printer port) of the Macintosh computer 12, 
derives its power from this port through the Macintosh 
computer, and provides the digitized electric signals 
representing the sound waveform to the computer. 
These digitized signals representing the waveform are 
conventionally stored in the computer memory 13. 

FIG. 1 also shows the sound editor 14 with its subele 
ments the mixer 14A, pitch control 14B, amplitude 
control 14C, and cut/paste/copy functions 14D, all 
described below. The computer display 15 and mouse 
16 and keyboard 17 are conventional. 
FIG. 2 is a typical display of a waveform 20 repre 

senting sound as it appears in a sound editor "window' 
21 (i.e., computer screen display). When viewing a 
sound waveform 20 on the screen of the display associ 
ated with the Macintosh Computer, the user typically 
adjusts the resolution by means of the resolution control 
23 (third box from left at the bottom of the window 21) 
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so as not to see the individual cycles of the waveform; 
the user then sees only the envelope of the waveform 
20. This envelope information is useful because it identi 
fies the loud portions of the sound. In the FIG. 2 wave 
form 20 of a spoken sentence, the large dark regions 
22A, 22B, 22C, 22D indicate the location of each word 
in the sentence and the spaces 23A, 23B, 23C between 
these dark regions indicate silences between words. 

In the sound editor, the user preferably employs a 
mouse or similar device to select a part of the waveform 
(the large dark regions 22A, 22B, 22C, 22D) in order to 
play them or to cut, copy, or paste them as is done 
conventionally with words in a text document. The user 
can also select part of a waveform 20 and apply one or 
more special effects to it. 
The sound editor (which is preferably an application 

program) lets the user record, edit, store, and play back 
monaural and stereo sound. The sound editor has the 
capability to: enhance a sound by adding special effects, 
such as smoothing, silence, an echo, or a filter; generate 
new sounds; mix up to four sounds at once to create a 
new sound; alter pitch or volume of part of a sound; and 
select a portion of the sound and delete, move (i.e., cut 
and paste) or copy it to another place in the waveform. 
Sounds are displayed graphically as a waveform in 

the sound editor window. FIG. 2 shows a monaural 
sound. 
The sound editor displays the waveforms for both 

channels of a stereophonic (or other multichannel such 
as quadraphonic) sound. The left channel is preferably 
displayed in the top half of the window and the right 
channel is displayed in the bottom half of the window. 
FIG.3 shows how the two waveforms 31, 32 represent 
ing the two channels of stereo sound appear in a win 
dow 30, 

If a sound is too long to fit into the sound editor 
window, the user employs the horizontal scroll bar 
(located at the bottom of the window) to scroll the 
waveform in the window, just as one scrolls additional 
information in other well-known Macintosh windows. 
The object of the mixer of the present invention is 

conventional in that several separate sounds, each rep 
resented by one or more waveforms, can be combined 
by a user into a single sound. For instance, when making 
the soundtrack for a movie, the director may wish to 
mix a section of background music with someone's 
voice, some footsteps and a gun shot. These four sounds 
would be recorded separately, then the mixer is used in 
accordance with the present invention to align properly 
the waveforms representing these sounds properly, 
adjust the amplitudes of each of these waveforms, and 
then mix them for the final result. Aligning means 
"placing' a particular sound, such as the gun shot 
sound, so it occurs at a particular point in time; for 
instance, between two footsteps. Amplitude means 
loudness, so the music fades in or out, the gun shot is 
adjusted to be loud, and the footsteps are soft. 
FIGS. 4A and 4B show, respectively, two Mixer 

windows (i.e., screen displays) 40A, 40B of the sound 
editor. In each window there are four rows, one for 
each of the recorded sounds (i.e., waveforms which are 
shown in grey) mentioned above (Music 41A, Voice 
41B, Foot Steps 41C and Gun Shot 41D). When the 
user inputs the waveform representative a sound to the 
Mixer, the waveform is automatically inserted into the 
next available row. To display the Mixer window, the 
user selects Show Mixer in a conventional way using a 
menu (not shown). In the left column in FIGS. 4A and 
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4. 
4B is displayed some information about each sound, 
including its length and its sampling rate. The larger 
grey regions in each row indicate where the sound is 
loud; for instance, in Foot Steps 41B, there are three 
clearly distinguishable regions 42A, 42B, 42C, suggest 
ing that three footsteps are heard. Near the top of each 
of the four rows in FIG. 4A, there is a solid horizontal 
dark line (such as line 43A in the Music row 41A) termi 
nated by a solid square 44A, 44B (a "knot') at each end. 
This dark line 43 is the amplitude control line. 
By pointing and clicking with the mouse, the user can 

slide the amplitude control line 43 up and down inlinear 
segments; the effect is that of a rubber band that the user 
grabs at any point and pegs down with a square (i.e., a 
knot 43B). The user clicks on the amplitude control line 
43 to create additional knots, so as to create a new line 
segment in the amplitude control line. Knots such as 
44A, 44B are deleted by dragging them off the window 
40A. For instance, in FIG. 4B in the Music waveform, 
the amplitude control line 43 has three line segments 
43A, 43B, 43C. The amplitude control line 43 has been 
adjusted by the user so that it starts low, sweeps up, 
stays level, then sweeps low again. Upon mixing, the 
Music will correspondingly start soft, fade in, play at a 
constant volume for a while, then fade out. Similarly, in 
Foot Steps, in FIG. 4B, the amplitude control line 45 
starts low and sweeps high, which will cause the mixed 
result to slowly fade in the footsteps. Thus, the user has 
detailed and easy-to-use control of the amplitude of the 
sounds to be mixed. 
To control the alignment of the sounds, the user sim 

ply conventionally clicks on the waveform using the 
mouse and slides the waveform left or right until it is 
positioned correctly. For instance, in FIG. 4B the 
Voice 41B is now shifted to the right, so it will start to 
play some time after the Music 4-1A has started. Also, 
the Gun Shot 41D will sound between the second 42B 
and third 42C Foot Step. 
By clicking on the "Trial Mix' button 46B, the user 

can hear what the mixed sound will sound like in rough 
form without actually performing the mix. "Mix" 46A 
actually does the mixing. The mixed sound (not shown) 
is output to the destination specified by the user in the 
output box 47 on the right side of window 40B as shown 
in FIG. 4B. If no mixer output destination is specified, 
the mixed sound will be inserted into a new untitled 
window (not shown). "Disconnect' 46C removes a 
selected waveform from the mixer window. "Master 
Gain' 46D allows the user to adjust the final amplitude 
of the result. Stereo sounds (and other multichannel 
sounds such as quadraphonic) and sounds of different 
sampling rates may all be mixed. Stereo sounds are 
displayed as two waveforms (one for each channel) in 
each row. Each waveform of a stereo sound can be 
edited independently. Stereo sounds may be output as 
monaural, and sounds input as monaural may be output 
as two identical stereo channels. w 
The "Bender” effect (see FIG. 5) adjusts the pitch of 

a sound by an amount that can vary along the length of 
the sound. When the user chooses the Bender effect, the 
sound selected appears as a waveform 51 in the screen 
display dialog box 50 as shown in FIG. 5. 
The waveform 51 is shown in grey in FIG. 5. The 

solid horizontal dark pitch control line 52 indicates how 
the pitch is to be edited at each point along the wave 
form 51. In this example, the first part (left-hand por 
tion) of the waveform 51 will have its pitch lowered by 
an octave while the last part (right-hand portion) of the 
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waveform 51 will have its pitch raised by an octave 
with everything in between adjusted proportionately. 
The buttons 53A, 53B, 53C, 53D, 53E located at the 
bottom of the window 50 adjust the scale 51A to the left 
of the waveform. If the user checks the button 53E 
labeled "2 Octaves,' this action raises or lowers the 
pitch by as much as two octaves instead of only one. 
The user moves (i.e., displaces) the pitch control line 

52 with the mouse by clicking the mouse on a knot such 
as 54A (as described above) and dragging the knot on 
the window. Clicking the mouse on the pitch control 
line 52 creates additional knots (not shown). The square 
53C with a knot in it to the right of the Cancel button 
53B is a knot "well.' One can also click in the knot well 
53C and drag new knots onto the pitch control line 52. 
The user drags knots off the window 50 to remove 
them. 
To add a tremolo (i.e., a varying pitch) to a sound, 

(see FIG. 6) the user adds knots such as 64A, 64B, 64C, 
64D, etc. and then displaces line segments 62A, 62B, 
62C, 62D, etc. of the pitch control line 62 (as described 
above) as shown in FIG. 6 so that the pitch control line 
varies in up and down fashion. 
The user clicks the OK button 63A to adjust the pitch 

of the waveform 61 in computer memory, as indicated 
on the window 60. 
The “Envelope” effect (see FIG. 7) adjusts the vol 

une of a sound by an amount that varies over the length 
of the waveform, somewhat similarly to the amplitude 
control method described above in connection with the 
Mixer window in FIG. 4B. The user employs the Enve 
lope effect together with the conventional noise or tone 
generator effects to make bursts of sound that fade in or 
die out slowly. The Envelope effect also is used to 
change portions of musical sounds. For example, one 
can gradually increase the volume of the percussive 
strike of a piano key resulting in a "bowed' piano 
sound. 

Selecting the Envelope effect displays the screen 
display dialog box 70 (i.e., window) as shown in FIG. 7. 
The window 70 of FIG. 7 is similar to the Bender 

window described above. The waveform 71 is drawn in 
grey on the background, and there is a solid horizontal 
dark amplitude control line 72 with knots 74A, 74B on 
the line. The amplitude control line 72 indicates how 
the volume will be altered at each point in the wave 
form 71. The user moves the amplitude control line 72 
with the mouse by clicking on a knot such as 74A and 
dragging it. The user clicks on the amplitude control 
line 72 to create additional knots. The square 73C with 
a knot in it to the right of the Cancel button 73B is a 
knot "well.' The user can also click in the knot well 
73C and drag new knots onto the amplitude control line 
72. Dragging knots off the window 70 removes then. 
The vertical scale 75 along the left side of the dialog 

box 70 indicates the factor by which the amplitude of 
the sound will be adjusted. Scaling the amplitude by 1 
leaves the volume unchanged, scaling it by 2 doubles 
the volume of the sound, etc. The scale is adjusted using 
the buttons at the bottom of the dialog box. If the user 
checks the "1 x' button 73D, the scale ranges between 
zero (silence) and 1 (100% amplitude). If the user 
checks the "2X' button 73E, the scale ranges between 
zero and 2 (200% amplitude). This setting permits the 
user to make a sound up to twice as loud. The user can 
also check the rightmost button 73F and enter an inte 
gral scaling factor in the edit box 73G. This makes a 
sound arbitrarily louder. 
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6 
The amplitude control line 72 and the knots 74A, 74B 

preferably do not move below the middle of the win 
dow, which corresponds to zero amplitude, or silence. 
The amplitude control line 72 preferably represents the 
top half of a symmetrical envelope curve. 
The above description of the invention is in the con 

text of the well known Macintosh computer. The sound 
editor as described above is implemented as a conven 
tional application program installed in the computer. In 
its preferred embodiment, the sound editor is written 
partly in the C-language and partly in assembly lan 
guage. The sound editor operates conventionally inso 
far as mouse and keyboard manipulations by the user of 
the displayed waveforms and other sound characteris 
tics are captured by the computer and used to modify 
the digitized data stored in the computer memory repre 
senting the waveform. A copy of the actual program is 
attached as an appendix, Appendix A. 
The operation of the preferred embodiment of the 

present invention is described in greater detail as fol 
lows. 

MIXER 

FIGS. 8A and 8B depict the mixer 14A of FIG. 1 
(which is part of the Sound Editor 14 of FIG. 1) and are 
intended to be viewed side-by-side, with FIG. 8A on 
the left and FIG. 8B on the right, so that the lines on the 
right side of FIG. 8A connect with the lines on the left 
side of FIG. 8B. FIGS. 8A and 8B show the main sub 
routines which carry out the mixing of sounds in the 
mixer 14A of FIG. 1. The code for each of the subrou 
tines shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B is shown in detail in 
Appendix A. The subroutines are written in the well 
known "C" language, with some assembly language. 

FIGS. 8A and 8B show how each subroutine calls 
other subroutines; for instance, subroutine MixSetup in 
the second row from the top in FIG. 8A calls MixDel 
toid and MixPlot; MixPlot calls MixRenew, which calls 
MixInvert. 
The following describes how the mixing of sounds is 

carried out in the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
Each of the named subroutines in FIGS. 8A and 8B is 

shown in Appendix A as mentioned above. After the 
first occurrence of the name of each subroutine in the 
following text, the location of the subroutine in terms of 
a page number in Appendix A is shown. All those sub 
routines of FIGS. 8A and 8B except those with the 
prefix "Knot-', such as "KnotClick,” are in the section 
of Appendix A labelled "AudioMix.c'; the other sub 
routines of FIGS. 8A and 8B are found in the section of 
Appendix A labelled "MiscRtns.c'. Each page of Ap 
pendix A has the name of the section of Appendix A to 
which it belongs printed at the top of the page. 
The Sound Editor 14 (see FIG. 1) directly calls sub 

routines MixItUp, KillMixer, MixActivate, MixSetup, 
MixPlot, MixDrawproc, MixEvent, MixDisconnect, 
MixDown, and MixInval, each of which subroutines 
thus is shown set apart on the left side of the following 
text. 

called when user selects Show Mixer from 
the Windows menu or Set Mixer 
Input from the Settings menu. Creates 
the Mixer window if it doesn't 
already exist. Shows the Mixer 
window and makes it the frontmost 
window. 

Mixtup (pg. 1) 



MixIdle (pg. 10) 

KillMixer (pg. 1) 

MixActivate (pg. 1) 

MixSetup (pg. 13-14) 

MixDeltoid (pg. 2-3) 

MixPlot (pg. 2) 

MixRenew (pg. 12-13) 

Mixdrawroc 

MixBox (pg. 2) 

MixDrawBits (pg. 7) 
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-continued 
enables the Mix and Trial 
Mix buttons if the user 
has specified at least 
one mixer input. Enables 
the Disconnect button if 
the user has selected a 
mixer input. 

called when user selects Hide Mixer from 
the Windows inenu. Hides the Mixer 
window. 
called when the Sound Editor 14 
gets an activate or deactivate 
event for the Mixer window. (This 
routine is called indirectly as a 
result of a call to MixtOp since 
making a window visible and 
bringing it to the front of the 
window list generates an activate 
event.) Calls MixInvert (pg. 10) 
to select (activate event) or 
deselect (deactivate event) the 
currently selected mixer input, if 
any. Activates (activate event) or 
deactivates (deactivate event) the 
Master Gain editable text item. 
called when the user selects Set 
Mixer input from the Settings 
menu. Associates the waveform in 
the frontmost window with the first 
unused mixer input. 

rescales the 
waveforms associated with 
all mixer inputs so that 
the longest input 
occupies the entire width 
of the mixer display. 
This permits the user to 
slide waveforms 
corresponding to shorter 
inputs left and right to 
position them in time 
relative to the start of 
the longest input. Calls 
MixPiot (pg. 12) to 
replot the rescaled 
waveforms. 
plots the waveform 
associated with a mixer 
input in gray in an 
offscreen buffer. 

deselects the 
currently selected 
mixer input if 
any. Adds the area 
in the Mixer window 
corresponding to a 
mixer input to the 
update region. 
(This will cause an 
update event for the 
Mixer window which 
will cause 
MixDrawproc (pg. 7 
8) to be called for 
each mixer input.) 

called indirectly for each userItem 
in the Mixer window when the Sound 
Editor 14 gets an update event for 
the Mixer window. Cais MixBox 
(pg. 2) if the userItem is an 
information item or MixDrawBits 
(pg. 7) if the userItem is a 
waveform item. 

draws the sound name and 
other information for a 
mixer input. 
draws the waveform 
plotted by MixPlot 
in the Mixer 
window. Draws the 
amplitude adjustment 
line. 
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MixEvent 

MixDisconnect 

MixDown (Pg. 4-7) 

Mixinval (pg. 10) 

8 
-continued 
called when the Sound Editor 14 
gets an event involving the Mixer 
window. Calls Mix Down (pg. 4-7) 
for a mousedown on the Mix 
button. Calls Mixinvert twice for 
a mouse Down on an information 
userItem (once to deselect the 
previously selected mixer input if 
any, and once to select the new 
userItem). Calls Mixinvert once 
for a mouse Down on the waveform 
corresponding to a mixer input (to 
deselect the corresponding 
information userItem), then calis 
KnotClick (pg. 1-2) to handle 
mousedowns on the amplitude 
adjustment line. If the mousedown 
was elsewhere on the waveform, 
cals MixDrawBits to move the 
waveform to the left or right while 
tracking the mouse. For mouse Down 
on Trial Mix button starts four 
channel playback of the Mixer 
inputs. Calls MixDisconnect (pg. 
3) to remove the currently selected 
mixer input from the mixer. 
called by the Sound Editor 14 when 
the user closes a window containing 
a sound that is a mixer input and 
by MixEvent when the user clicks on 
the Disconnect button in the Mixer 
window. Removes the specified 
input from the mixer, moves higher 
numbered inputs (if any) up one row 
in the Mixer window. Calls 
KnotKili (pg. 3) to dispose of the 
amplitude adjustment information 
for the input being deleted. Calls 
KnotOffset (pg. 3) to move the 
amplitude adjustment lines for 
higher numbered mixer inputs up one 
row. Calls MixRenew to add mixer 
inputs whose position has changed 
to the update region. (This will 
cause an update event for the Mixer 
window which will cause 
MixDrawroc to be called for each 
mixer input.) Calls Knotnit (pg. 3) 
to reinitialize the amplitude 
adjustment line for the mixer input 
below the highest numbered mixer 
input. Calls MixDeltoid to rescale 
waveforms for the remaining mixer 
inputs (in case the mixer input 
being deleted was the longest one). 
called when the user clicks on the 
Mix button in the Mixer window. 
Causes the mixer inputs to be mixed 
together. The result of the mix 
replaces the selected portion of 
the sound in the window that was 
specified to be the mixer output. 
If no mixer output was specified, 
the result of the mix is placed in 
a new, untitled window. 
called by the Sound Editor 14 when 
the user changes something in a 
window containing a sound that is a 
mixer input. Calls MixDeltoid to 
rescale the waveforns in the Mixer 
window in case the input that was 
the longest is no longer the 
longest. Calls MixPlot and 
MixRenew for each mixer input to 
redraw any waveforms in the mixer 
window that correspond to the 
window that was changed. 
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BENDER EFFECT 

FIG. 9 shows the main subroutines which implement 
the Bender effect (i.e., adjusting of pitch) in the pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention. The 
Bender effect as described above is the same as the pitch 
control 14B in FIG. 1. Each of the subroutines in FIG. 
9 is shown in detail in Appendix A, in the section la 
belled "Bender.c'. Thus the page numbers following 
each subroutine name in the following description of 
the bender effect refer to pages in the "Bender.c' sec 
tion in Appendix A. 
The Bender effect (14B in FIG. 1, which is called by 

the Sound Editor 14 of FIG. 1) includes the following 
subroutines as shown in FIG. 9. 

BuildEnvelope (pg. 4-5) plots the selected portion of the 
waveform in gray in an offscreen 
buffer. 
copies the waveform from the 
offscreen buffer to the screen. 

DrawKnots (pg. 6-7) draws the pitch 
adjustment line with 
knots. 

if mousedown on pitch adjustment 
line but not on an existing knot, 
creates a new knot. Drags knot up 
or down while tracking mouse. 

Dragknotlind (pg. 6) erases existing and 
draws a new pitch 
indicator on the pitch 
scale at left of window 
to correspond to current 
knot position while 
tracking mouse. 

resamples (adjusts the pitch of) 
the selected portion of the 
waveform according to the pitch 
adjustment line. 

Drawenvelope (pg. 7) 

Dragknot (pg. 5-6) 

ApplyEnvelope (pg. 3-4) 

The subroutines called by the Bender effect have the 
same names as the subroutines that are called by the 
Envelope effect (see below). However, some of the 
code that makes up the routines is different. Most of the 
differences are in ApplyEnvelope, which is the routine 
that actually modifies the pitch of the underlying sound. 

ENVELOPE EFFECT 

FIG. 10 shows the main subroutines which imple 
ment the Envelope effect (i.e., adjusting the amplitude) 

10 
in the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
The Envelope effect, as described above, is the same as 
the amplitude control 14C in FIG. 1. Each of the sub 
routines in FIG. 10 is show in detail in Appendix A, in 
the section labelled "Envelope.c'. 
The Envelope effect (14C of FIG. 1, which is called 

by the Sound Editor 14 of FIG. 1) thus includes the 
following subroutines as shown in FIG. 10; 

O BuildEnvelope (pg. 4-5) plots the selected portion of the 
waveform in gray in an offscreen 
buffer. 
copies the waveform from the 
offscreen buffer to the screen. 

DrawKnots (pg. 6) draws the amplitude 
adjustment line with knots, 

if mousedown on amplitude 
adjustment line but not on an 
existing knot, creates a new 
knot. Drags knot up or down while 
tracking mouse. 

Dragknotind (pg. 6) erases existing and draws 
new amplitude indicator on the 
amplitude scale at left of 
window to correspond to 
current knot position while 
tracking mouse. 

adjusts amplitude of each sound 
sample according to amplitude line. 

Drawenvelope (pg. 6-7) 

15 
Dragknot (pg. 5-6) 

20 

25 ApplyEnvelope (pg. 3-4) 

The subroutines called by the Envelope effect have 
the same names as the subroutines that are called by the 
Bender effect as described above. However, some of the 
code that makes up the routines is different. Most of the 
differences are in ApplyEnvelope, which is the routine 
that actually modifies the amplitude of the underlying 
sound. 
As discussed above, waveforms other than sound can 

also be edited in accordance with the present invention. 
For instance, a video waveform would be input to the 
computer by means of an appropriate analog to digital 
digitizer, and then edited as described above with re 
gard to sound waveforms. In this case, the "Bender' 
effect instead of altering pitch would alter some other 
desired sampling state, such as a color. 
The present invention is implementable in other em 

bodiments on computers other than the Macintosh, and 
is also implementable in a special purpose sound editing 
device embodiment. Other modifications to the inven 
tion will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the artin 
light of the above description. 

30 
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APPENDIX A 
Audioix.c 

it 
soundtrack source (AdoMx.c 
O987 Farallion 

Written by Steve Capps with a lot of help from: 
Mike Latoureux, Sara Roberts & Joe Sensendorf 

Modification History: 

CJS O5 views8> 
initialization. 

<sc Oswalw88> Trial Mix bug fix. 

Moved MixRect to Audio isc. c so Mixer segment isn't loaded during 

CSMR 09/09/88> If the right channel of a stereo wave is a monophonic mixer input, 
point the Play4List entry to the right channel not the left channel 

xEvent 
Initialize play 4List delays to the largest positive 32-bit integer 
in MixEvent so empty channels never start playing. If the beginning 
of the selection is past the end of the channel to be played by a 
tria mix, set the Play 4List delay to the largest positive 32-bit 
integer in MixEvent so that the channel doesn't play. Pin the end of 



CSMR 09/27/88> 

SSMR 10/01/88> 

aw 

include Audiodefs 

define fudge 6 

Procedures 
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the selection if it is past the end of the channel to be played by 
a trial mix. 
Added Mixibe to tell if a label is associated with the mixer and 
MixLabel K to disassociate a label from the sixer. 
If w->activeLabel 2B is -l in Mixset up, try to raatch selection to 
a label. Replaced MixLabel with Mix.abel Renew since more than one 
channel of the mixer may reference the same label. Mixtabel Renew 
cais Renew for each channel that references a label 

xbox Gwind Peek, short Rect 
Mix 
Mixed 
ixd 

Pascal void Skid 
Mix 

x 

Killixer 

Disposidialog mi 
A knots bits e 
mixer a NIL; 
Enix Active Falls 
axSelect 0; 
fixed as 0; f 
end 
ideWindow mixe 
axWisbe a Fal 

MixActivate act 
short act 

eltoid void ); 
own void 
raw Bits short ); 
rawproc ( DaiogPte, short 
nvert short 
lot GWindPeek, short ; 

xer 
c. A 

se; 

lf Tixer) G.G mix Active act 
ExActive act 
Mixinvert ( in 

if act 

lxSelect 

TeActivate (dialogPeek mixer) -> text }; 
else 

TEDeactivate (dialogPeek) mixer -->text }; 

MixBox W mix, r ) 
register GWindPeek 
short 
Rece 

chax stres4. 
short index; 

Eraserect r ); 

mix; 
ar 

nure 32); 

if (w Ass (rax g nixed) mix seas mixout) w 
Textfont o 
Textsize 0 

w title in Chicago a 

inset Rect r, 2, 6 ); 

re-bottorn 

TextBox. ( GW->name (l), W->name (0), , tegust Center ); 

Textfont (l 
textsze 9 
stro is 

A rest in app font i? 

str (; 
if mixesaix. label de 0) { 

AddStir 

else 
Number 
AddSt 

stir (w-diabels + mixes mix. label retext }; 

W, nixes (rix} ..beg, nun ); 
ster run 

Addichar stir "s" 
Number 
AddStr 

w, mixesaix end nun 
str nutt ); 

12 
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Addichar str ) ); 
OffsetRect ( r G, 8 ; 
TextBox stri, stro, r, teJust Center ; 

index 39 A assume CNO A 
if tw->info (mode 

index as 40 f assure Stereo v 
if (mixes (mix chanFirst a mixes (mix chanLast) 

index or mixesTix chan First a 38 : 13; a right or left a 

Get IndString (str 100 index : 

NunToString maxFactor f wreinforate)/1000, nutt ), 
Addichart str, ' ' ); 
AddStr str nurt ); 
AddChar str "K" }; 

offsetRect ( r, o, i2 ); 
TextBox Gst stro r, tejust Center ); 

else 
Textfort a rest in app font a 
TextS.2e 9 
if (rax are mixOut 

Get IndString (str, 100, 49 ); w output channel. A 
else 

Get Indistring (str, loo, 48 ); A Input channel. A 
NumToString mix+l, nun ); 
Add Str stir nut 

Get IndString nurn, 00, 50 ); A Not connected "/. 
AddStre str nura ; 
Inset Rect r l4 }; 
Textbox strll stro r, teustCenter ); 

TextFont 0 
TextSee 0 

?t title in Chicago A t 

short six deltoid 

register short Tix, skip; 
Fixed delta mindelta; 
shore minSkip 
long diff; 

if (nixed so 0 
mixDelta - 0x7FFFFFFF; 
mixSkip a l; 

else 
mixes mix end a mixes mix end; 
mindelta is 0x7FFFFFFF; 
for ax0; mixgnmixed; tax++) if diff a mixes (mix. end - mixes (Enix. beg) 

skip 
delta ( ( long mixwidthly CC (6+ fudge) (diff mixes mix} . SRate); 
while True) 

if deltaskip > 0x0000 4000 break; 
skip gCao ; 

if (delta C randelta) 
nineta delta 
rainSkip skip 

P - 

if mixdelta is mindelta 
aixDelta a randelta; 
mixSkip rainSklp; 

for mixeOnixgnMxed mix++ 
skip a (mixes mix. end - mixes mix. beg) mixDelta " mixes (mix). SRate) >> (16tfudge) : 
skip mixWidthrixH - (mixes mix. wave. left t skip); 
if (skip < 0) offsetRect Smixes (mix. wave skip, O . 
a hoffsetrect Gmixes mix. wave, -mixes (mix. wave left taxi O ) / 
Mixplot ( inxes mix. Wind mix 

return Tue 

return False); 

MixDisconnect rux 
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register short trix; 

register short 
Rect 

if tax a mixOut 
MixRenew mixOut ; 
nixesaixOut wind a NIL; 

if mixgnMxed) 
nMixed-- 

Disposhandle mixes (mix), bits }; 
Knot.k mixes mix knots 

BlockMove Gaixes anx+l, Gmixesaix (nMixed as paix) sized fixtrack) ); 

for (isemix ignixed; ++ 
offsetRect sixes). Wave, o, -raix.Spacing ; 
Knotoffset mixes knots, O mixSpacing ) 
xRenew ); 

Mixtect Mixed, r ); 
Inset Rect Gr, 0 knotindent ) 
Knotint mixes nMixed-knots, r ); 
xRenew nMixed 

mixes nMxed-wind a NIL 
axes nixed bits NIL; 

Mixdeltoid (); f in case reinfelta was disconnected v 

Mixdown 

register long samp, destadd 
register short value; 
long start InMixers count nixers), offset nMxers; 
unsigned char waverMixers), waves nMixers, c, cB; 
so knotrixers, monoMix nMxers, anpStartrixers; 
Point prevet nMxers, knotPt nMixers; 
xed slopenMixers, horz 

register short mix 
register GWindPeek w; 
Pt dest 
WindPeek destWind; 
shot amp; 
long l, destCut, countless, dest Mode, ant; 
short x, selfix; 
shoe virgin; 
short incs nixers 
shot destric dest Rate destStereo 
long real Beg 2; 
Handle reserve 

WatchCursor ; 

. . . GetNuratern mixer, l3, 0, 000 
Setluntern mixer, 13 x ); 
SelText axer, l, O, lll . 
mixMaster x 28, f iOO; 

virgin False; 
destWind raixesaixOut wind; 
if destWind) fe if no dest specified create one w 

destWind mixes mixout) wind NewDocument vp, O, vp" ); 
destind return; 

destWind->infocompress a 0: w can't be compressed f 

Mixsetup destind, mixOut dest is ast one a 
virgin True; 

destiode a destWind-XchanFirst destWind->chainLast At what kind of dest A 
destRate a destWind->inforate; 

destadd 0. 
sex - 
for nix OnixgnMixed; mixth 

w at aixes mix wind; 

if w a destind) sefix as mix; 

start (mix) - ( ( long (mixes mix. wave. left - mixH23 CC (lst fudge)) / mixDelta; 
countaix a mixes mix end - mixes Enix. begi 

countrix mixes mix. sRate: 
if > destAdd destadd 
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offset mix 0; 

destCut a mixes mixOut end as mixes (tixOut...beg; 
destAdd far dest Rate; wt destadid should be rate adjusted a 

at a destadd destcut; 
if destiode ant 2. 

if CheckMemory art 6) 

reserve is Newarde at 

if (UndoPrep destWind, 6, mixes mixOut beg, axes (axout). end, false ) { 
virgin a False; 
atchCursor ); 

Disposhandle reserve ); 

for irraxes mixOut chan first; ignixes mix.out. chanLast; it t ( 
rea. Beg ) mixes (mixOut...beg; 
l GethandleSize destWind-> data i ; 
if l g ifixes mixOut...beg realBegi a l; 

if (selfMix > 0) 
UndoModify mixes (mixOut...beg, destadd ; 
andoInsert mixes mixOut beg, dest Add ); / 

l destadd - ( - real Begi); 
if ( > 0) 

Insertfill destWind-->data real Beg ) l 0x80 ); 

7 if source is dest bump over w m 
for trix Omix<nMixed mix++) if mixes mix wind a destWind) 

offset mix is l; 

else 
Ondonsert mixes mixOut...beg, destadd ); 
SafeReplace destind-> data mixes (mixOut be destCut, Ptri)l, dest Add ); 

countless a destdd dest Rate 

dest dest ind->data i + real Begi 
destric destate 

for mixsonxCrMixed; mix++ 
w is mixes mix wind; 
A see if stereo->inono fix / 
if (nonoMixx mixes ExchanFirst a mixesTix chanast} is destMode ) 

x as 0; 
else 

x a destWind-> chanFirst a mixes mix chanFirst : mixes mix) chanast; 

wavea (nix n unsigned char (w-)data (x) + mixes mix beg h offset mix 
waveBrix) he (unsigned char ) was datal) + mixes (mix) beg h offset Enix); 

f' assure conversion rate is Tax A 
incstaix mixes mix sRate; 

f set count again in case we go around 2x A 
count mix nixesaix. end mixes (rax. beg; 

f adjust count if wave is too short a 
a GetHandleSize ( W->datax ) - mixes mix-beg; 

- if 1 c 0 0. 
if () C count (mix) count mix) l; 

knot tax l; 
knotPtaix a (mixesaix.knots.pts 

sarp 0; 
horz 0. 

value 0. 
while countless-- 

for nixs OrixgnMixed; mix++) 
if (samp > start aix is count trix) 

if (horz >> 16+fudge) > knott (nix h. 
if knot mix C mixes mix knots. nknots 

prevPt(mix) knotPt(nix): 
while True 

knote traix aixes Enix. knots.pts t knot mix4+); 
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samplet; 
hor mixDelta; 

a sample loop / 

if itselfMix > 0) 
SetlandleSize ( -> data i, real Begi + destAdd ); 

At each dest channel A 

f cleanup mix ranges, for incestuous Rixes, reset to 0. A 
if (selfMix da 0 for nix0; mixgnMixed; mix++ if mixes trix. wind a destind) 

a destAdd - mixes mix end; w 
if g o 

taxes raix. beg + l; 
aixes mix end a l; 

destind-reports repSelbeg simixes mixOut...beg; 
destWind-> reports (repsel End a mixes mixOut end a raisesaixOut begt dest Add; 
destind->reports (replength 4 destadd-destcut; 

Fitzooie destrad ); 

f f undo prep A 
else 

disposhandle reserve ; 

a end if memory 
else 

doNone 

lf virgin A kill it if nothing ever was put in it w 
Killdocument destWind; 

else 
Showindow (graft destWind 
SelectWindow (Grafpt destWind ; 
invaldoc destWind 
MixRenew mixOut 

MixDrawbts mix 
shot Erix; 

w 

BtMap bit; 
Rec rSrc, Dst; 

xRect mix, GrSrc ; 
lf (mix K nMxed GG mixes mix bits 

FillRect rSrc. GltGray 

penNormal (); 
bin. rowbytes mixRow8ytes 
setRect birt.bounds 0, 0, mixwidth, mixrealite : 
bn.based dr m Enixes mix bits 
rsrc rbst mixes (mix). wave; 
offsetRect srsrc sersrc left erSrc. top 
copyBits ( bit, the Port->portBits, GrSrc, & rost srcCopy, NI, ); 

Knotraw Genixesnix knots ); 

else 

Eraserect ( GrSrc }; 

pascal void sixDraw Proc dig, item ) 
dialogPtr dlg. 
shot iter 

Rect copy 
short saix; 

six is item e 2 f 2. A ceive axe tube. A 

GetIteraRect dlg., item, r ); 
copy or r; m s 

if item an 0) { 
Inset Rect scopy 2, 2 3 
Erase Rect copy 
InsetRect scopy, 0, 80 
MixBox nixes mixOut wind, EnixOut, copy 

if mix Active Mixinvert six Select f hillite on this one f 

else switch item-2) 2) 
case 0: we do source name f 

MixBox axesTix. wind, inx, Scopy 
break 

22 
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case l: f Draw its A 
Mixdrawsts anx 
break; 

Inset Rect Gr, a -l ); 
Pensize 2, 2 
FrameRect ( s.r. A frame it tw 
PenNorina (); 

MixEvent itemhit, evt 
short tent; 
Eventrecord evt; 

short mix; 
Point pt lastPt; 
Rect r 
short delta; 
long delta; 
Bitmap bn; 
and e off; 

short i: 
long X 
long maxler, ien offset; 
long beg end; 
short chanToPlay; 
Play4List fixist; 
register GWindPeek w; 
char stra); 

Setort mixer ); 
pt evted where; 
Globaloocal Gpt ); 

ax termita-2). A 2; 

if iterHit sur l) 
Mixdown(); 

else if itemhit-3 2 O G mix < nMixed)) (itemhit 10) G. mixes allout. wind NIL)) 
Mixinvert ( mixSelect 
Mixinvert mixSelect a ten Hit 

else if (tent-3) 2 at 0) G. (ex g nMxed) 
4xInvert. InixSelect ); 
mixSelect 0; 

if knot click mixes mix knots, GMixdraw Bits, mix, pt. G. PtinRect pt, Gmixes mix. wave 

MixRect mix, Gbitbounds ); 
bin. rowbytes - ( (bn. bounds. right - bra. bounds, left t is) >> 1) CC l; 
off New Handle brarowbytes long) (bn. bounds, botton - bra...bounds. top) ) 

lastPt pt; 
while True) 

Getouse spt 
deltah as pth or lastPt.hi 

while mixes mix. wave. right + deta > mixh nixWidth) delta 
while (mixes mix. wave left t deta} < Enix) deltahtt; 

f (delta) 
offsetRect Enixes mix-wave dietah, O 
lastt. pt; 

Setport Goffport ); 
hock off ); 
bra.based dr as off 
Set Portbits bin ); 

Mixdrawets { ai: ) 

SetPort mixer ; 
CopyBits Gbit, mixer->port8its, Gbin. bounds, Gba.bounds, srcCopy, NL ); 
Unlock off 

if Still down ()) break; 

disposhandle off ); 

ft in rect tw 

else if tent us 
Watch.crsor 
aixist. null 0x8080; 





27 
if (mix < mixout) { 

mixes trix. state word inforate 

if (mixes (inix. sode : w->info (mode) { 
mixes mix chanirst a w-> chanFirst; 
mixes mix chanast w-> chanlast 

axes mix. smode a w->inforode; 

see if time to recac i? 
MixDditoid (); 
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for mix as O; mix.cnixers+l; mix++) if (it was nixes (mix. wind 
if mix g mix out 

MixRect Tix, Sr. ); 
r. left is 2; 
Invalrect . . ) 

Mixplot w, mix 

else A nwa fix out too. A 
GetItemRect mixer, 0, r ); 
Inset Rect Gr, 2, 2 ; 
invalrect ( , ) 

MixRenew mix ; 

Setport ( save ); 

Mixinvert ten 
short item; 

Rect 

if item > 0) { 
Gettern Rect mixer, item, r ); 
InsetRect Gr. 3, 2 ) 
Hilteode a 0x7F: A use hite mode A 
InvertRect r ); 

Mixit Up () 

register short mix, ; 
Rect 

if mixer 
aixer a Getdialogx 200 ); 
for mixinxgrxers; mix++) 

for a 2: C-3; 3++ SetUserProc mixer, mi 
Set UserProc mixer, l0 (PtrixDrawroc ); 

SetNunIten mixer, 13 mixMaster 100L 128 
SelText mixer, l, O, ill 

Mixde ( ; fit force one event. A 

Showindow fixer ) 
Selectindow mixer 
exWsible is true 

Ath 
disassociate label from mixer and update exer. 
numbered labels from sate window. 

ef 
void Mixiabekill w lab ) 

register Gwindeek w; 
register short ab; 

register short l 

for Oikrixers+l; ++) 

x2 + 3 (Ptri) six drawproc ); 

Renumber references to higher 

f inxes, wind sur W ) / must be same window t 
if axes is label r lab f label being deleted t/ 

nixes (i). label - A no label associated wif channel f 
xRenew fit case re-draw A range instead a 

28 
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else if mixes (i). label X lab / higher numbered label t 
mixes (i). label-; f renumber it tf 

wn 
Disassociate all of a window's labels from the mixer. 

ey 

void MixLabelskill w ) 
register GWind Peek w; 

register short i; 

for (aro; i <nMixers +1; it-- 
if mixes i) wind as w ) f" must be same window tf 

mixes (i). label rl; 

wn 
Call M1xRenew for all mixer channels that reference the specified label. 

dw 
void MixLabel Renew w, lab 

register GWind Peek w; 
register short lab; 

register short i; 

for (ia0; ignmixers +1; ++) 
lf mixes (i.. wind as a w ) A trust be same window f 

if mixes. label rr lab ) w label whose text changed tf 
Mix Renew ( t ); f' cause re-draw w/ new text sf 

MixPlot W, Rix ) 
GWindPeek w; 
short mix; 

register Ptr Out 
Handle h; 
Pt in; 
short i 
chair mask 
short right, rightByte; 
shot locked; 
Ptr dest; 
short height; 

h a nixes (mix)...bits; 
SetHandleSize ( h, mixRowbytes 70L ); O 
in h; Erase it w 
for 0; C70 trixRowbytes; it +) int- a 0; 

locked a Saferock ( h ); 

right (mixes (mix. end - mixes (mix)...beg) mixDelta mixes mix. sRate) >> 16tfudge); 
mixes Enix. wave.right a mixes (mix). wave. left + right; 

dest h--knotlindent mixRowaytes; 
height 2; 
if (mixes (mix)... chanFirst a mixes mix. chanlast) height at 3; 

for in mixes (mix)... chanirst; C-mixes Enix.chanlast; it +) 
PlotPixels ( w->data i, mixes (mix)... beg, w->info (compress, False, mixSkip, 

O right, (mixdelta EnixSkip"mixes (mix. sRate) >> fudge, height, 
dest, EnixRowbytes }; 

dest + 32 mixRowbytes; 

mask 0xAA; a grey out the waveform tw 
in a out - ht-knotIndent mixRowbytes; 
for i=0; C64; it 

if (i 4) 
for (30; CmixRowbytes; 3++) out++ "int + G mask; 

else 
in + n mixRowbytes; fe skip every fourth row / 

mask as 0xFF; 

30 
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/* Take sure incestuous mixes are OK dest must be whole wave) 

33 
Mixtect mix mixes mix. wave ); 

f MixDeltoid () ) MixPlot ( W mix ); 

destWind n mixes mixOut wind; 
if (destWind) for (1-0; iCnMixed; it+) { 

Mix 

if (mixes (). wind a destWind) 
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if (mixes (mixout). beg > 0) (mixes (mixOutl.end C destWind-> reports (replength)) { 
if (mix or mixout) { 

disposhandle mixes (mix). bits ); 
mixes mix.bits a NIL; 
nMixed-- 

mixes (mix. wind NII; 
Error Alert w->name, 59 
return 

if 0 
if (mixes (i...beg C mixes mix out...beg) 

if (mix in mixOut) 
disposhandle mixes (mix.bits ); 
mixes mix bits a NIL; 
nMixed-- 

mixes mix. wind NIL; 
Error Alert ( W->name, 59 ); 

end if 

tUp (); 

SoundTrack source (AudioMisc. c) 
O987 Farall on 

Wit. ten by Steve Capps with a lot of help from: 
Mike Lamoureux, Sam Roberts G. Joe Sensendorf 

aw 
short KnotClick ( list, backgnd, msg, pt. ) 
Knot.st list; 
Proct backgrid; 
short msg. 
Point pt; 

Point p, knotlipt, knot2Pt, pt.Norn, phase; 
short redraw; 
Rect outer, bounds 
Bitmap bm; 
Handle of 
Graft save 
short knot; 
short inside; 
short i locked 

phas 

knot 

e.h of phase. v 0; 

Knot. Find ( list, pt ; 

else 

inside True; 

(mixes), end > mixes mixOut.end}} { 

MiscRt.ns.c 

we calculate difference between box origin and pt '7 

phase (list->pts + knot); 
AddPt topleft (list->bounds), phase ); 
Subpt pt, phase ); 

t 
ptNorm a pt; 
subpt topLeft (list->bounds), GptNor in ); 

knot. Pt list->pts); 

knot a 
for inli Clist->nknots; it) 

knot2Pt w (list->pts + 1}; 
w 

if Hitline ( knotlipt, 
kraot in 

knot2Pt, ptorn ) ) 
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inside Ease; 
break; 

knott as knot2Pt; 

if knot g O) return (False); 

GetPort save ; 

bitbounds as outer s list->bounds A start with given rect f 
Inset Rect ( &bitbounds, 0 -2 ); root for knots a 
Inset Rect ( Gouter, -1000, -8 ); A outset for "Pullout" deleting tw wt so ov2/88 tw 

a prevent horizontal pullout for endpoints (hack At Csc 07/20/3 ff - 
(knot a 0 (knot is a lista-snknots -l f : Ksc 07/20/BBX / 
Inset Rect Gouter looo, O }; ?t Cisc 7/20/80 tf 

endf 

bin. rowbytes bm. bounds. right - bin. bounds.ieft + 15) >> 4 CC 1: 
off New Handle bm. row Bytes long) (bin...bounds...botton - b. bounds. top 3: 

while (Still down() { 
Geto use Ept ); 
AddPt phase, Gpt ); 

redraw False; 
if (PtInRect pt, Gouter 

if inside 
p list->pts; 

(long Gpt) - PinrectX ( Glists->bounds, pt ); 
ptNorm pt; 
Subpt topLeft (list->bounds), GptNorn ); 
or (knot 0; knotgists-> nknots-l; knot ++) if (p++->h> pt. Norm.h break; 
SafeReplace ( (Handle) list->pts, knot 4, 0 (Ptript.Nortin, 4 ); 
st->nknots++, 

inside True 

p list->pts + knot; A Pin knots with neighbors f 
if knot > 0) { 

bounds.ieft (p-l) ->h + 2 
if knot g list->nknots 

bounds. right a (p+->h 2. 
else 

bounds. left a bounds. right lists) bounds right - list->bounds. left 

else 
bounds left a bounds. right 0. 

Offset Rect Gbounds list->bounds. left, list->bounds left ; 

long pt) pinrectX list->bounds, pt ); pin the drag pit w 
lf pt. h g bounds. left pth as bounds left; 
if pt. h > bounds...right pth bounds...right 

ptNorm pt; 
SubPt ( topLeft (list->bounds, ptorn ); 
redraw Equalipt ( p, ptorin; a redraw if changed 

"p ptnorm: . w record new pt 

else 
lf inside GG (knot 0) is knot g list-orknots-1} 

SafeReplace (Handle list->pts, knot 4, 4, ptr. 1, 0); 
stanknots-- 

inside False; 
redraw True 

f in outer rect f 

if redraw) 
set Port offport ; 
locked SafeLock off 
bibased is of 
SetPort Bits sort 

backgrid) ( isg 

Setport save ; 
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copyBits ban, save->portBits, Gbit. bounds, bm. bounds, srcCopy, NII. 
if locked HUnlock off ); 

} 
Disposhandle off ); 
return (True); 

Knotraw list 
register knotList list; 

register short i, x; 
ot pt 
Rect r; 

for is 0; iClist -> nknots; it + 
pt it list->pts + 1}; 
Addet topLeft (list->bounds), ipt 3 

penSae 2, 2 ; 
if 

LineTo pth, pt. ..w ) 
else 

MoveTo pth, pt. v. ) 

x - is sounds left + 2 w pin h it inside box a 
if pt. h g x) pth a x; 
x is list->bounds right - 3; 

if 
x - list-bounds top + 2; At pir w it inside box a 
if pt. v. C. k. pt. v is x; 
x list->bounds...bottom 2. 
if pt. v > x pt. v . x; 
end 

SetRect Gr, -2, -2, 4, 4 ); 
offset Rect ( Sr. pt. h, pt. Y } 
Flirect Gr, black 

short Khotfind list findPt 
register Knotist tist; 
Port findPt; 

short i; 
Point t 
Rece 

for 10; glist->nknots; ++) 
pt a (list->pts + i); 
Addipt topLeft lists bounds), Gpt ); 

set Rect Gr, -6, -6, 8, 8 ); 
Offset Rect Gr, pth, pt. v . 
if PtinRect findPt, r ) return i; 

returnal; 

Knotint list, r ) 
register Knotist st; 
Rect tr; 

1st-bounds 
last-pts a Point **) New Handie ( 0 ); 
KnotReset list. 

Krotkill list ) 
register KnotList list; 

Disposhandle iist->pts 

Knotoffset list dh, dw 
register Knotist list 
shot ch, div; 

offsetRect a lists->bounds, dh div 
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KnotReset list 
register knot.st list; 

Rect r 

list->nknots 2. 
SetRect sr, O, O, list->bounds...right - lists->bounds left 0 ); 
PtroxHand r, list->pts, 8 }; 

MixRect mix, r ) A cus 5/8 fissix of 
short pix; m 

Rect tr. 

Set Rect 0, 0, Rixdth, mixeal hite }; 
Offset Rect r mixH mixW + mix mixSpacing ; 

PlotP1xes samples, offset, comp, lines, skip, left, righth delta, scalev, dest, destidth 
Handle samples; 
long offset 
short comp; 
short lines: 
short skip 
so left 
short right; 
Fixed delta; 
short scaleW; 
Pt dest 
short dest dth; 

- 

short toggle 

define rain 3 CWS fit like k in cwsd tw 
define Pshift CWSDdecay As like a v 
define PPshift cVSDgain f like aa A 

if corp sa 2) f CJS 5A6/88> replaced entire code for compressed case "f 
PlotComppixels samples, offset skip, lefth righth, delta, scaleW, dest destidth); 

else if comp ) 
PlotCWSD (samples offset skip left, righth delta scaleW dest destwidth); 

eise a sm 
d'E, A2-A4/D2D7 - (SP save regs 

OWE scaleWA63, D2 get w Scale 
OWE samples (A6), A2 get data handle 
OWE, delta (A6D6 
OWE offset (A6), D. 

OWE lefth (A6, D5 do starting pixel 
SWAP s 

R S clear low order 

WE righth (A63, D4 ; pin right H at right edge 
SAP D4 ; put in high order 
cr D4 clear low order 

MOWE A2, AO get byte limit 
Get Handlesize 
OWE dO, Al save length 

CP D7 DO offset past length ? 
BT plot exit 

OWE A2, A2 dereference 
ADD., A2, A calculate length 
ADDL D7, A2 aid offset 

sT nes (A6) ines or dots 
NE dones 

plot Loop2 ; dot plots 
c A2. All too far? 
BS plot exit 

MOVE Odl 
OWEB A2 D. get the value 

AD) skip (A6), A2 

NOTs D flip direction 
SR D2, D. scale it 

LU destWidth ASD destrowbytes 



MOWE. 
Add. 

MOWE. 
SWAP 
MOVE 

SR 
Add 

NOTB 
BSET 

ADO.L. 

cMP. 
BGES 
BRA 

dones 
MOVEQ 
MOWEB 
TST 
BEQS 

MOVE 
SUB 
MOVEQ 
OWEB 

goPlot 
NOTB 
SR 

plotoop3 
CMP. 
B.S.S 

MOVEO 
MOWEB 
AOd 

NOTB 
SR 
MOVE 

MULU 

MOWE. 
Add. 

MOWE. 
SWAP 
MOVE 

LSR 
ADD 

NOTB 
SET 

SUB 
BPS 

down 
ADDQ 
BGES 
SUB 
BSET 
BRAS 

eup 
SUBQ 
B.E.S 
ADD 
BSET 
BRAS 

done 
MOWE 

Add.L. 
CMPL 
BGES 

plot exit 
MOVEM. 

41 
dest (A6, AO 
DAO 

D5, DO 
DO 
dod 

D 
dl, Ad) 

D5, D4 
plotLoop2 
plot exit 

0, d3 
(A2), D3 
d 
goPot 

A2, A0 
skip (A6), AO 
J0, D3 
(A0), D3 

A2, Al 
eplot Exit 

f0, Dl. 
(A2), D 
skip (A6), A2 

D 
D2, Di 
dl, D7 

destWidth (A6},Dl 

dest (A6). AO 
Dl, A0 

D5, D0 
DO 
DO, Dl 

3DO 
DO, A0 

D 
dl (A0) 

l, D3 
done 

destWidth (A6). A0 
D. (AO) 
down 

D3 
done 
destWidth (A6), A0 
Dl (A0) 
up 

D5, D4 
plotloop3 

5,204,969 
dest Address 

get byte plus pixel 
get integer 
save for bit callic 

over to right byte 

plot that bit 

bump h position 

too far 

from beginning? 

get previous guy 

set revious to same 

flip it 
scale it 

too far? 

get the value 

flip direction 
scale it 
save value 

dest. rowbytes 

dest Address 

get byte plus pixel 
get integer 
save for bit calc 

over to right byte 

plot that bit 

get delta 

plot that bit 

plot that bit 

burp h position 
too far 

restore regs 

42 
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Envelope.c 

f a 
Envelope sound effect 

Modification History: 

CJs 2/4/87> Exit right away if no selection (also fixes divide by zero). 
KSC 07/20/88> Inset knot deletion rect by -1000 - 4) instead of (-4, -4) 

so that knots are deleted only by draging vertically off 
wave, not by dragging horizontally off wave. This also 
allows end knots to track with mouse off to left or right 
of wave. 

ef 
include "Audiodefs" 

GetA4 void ); 
include "setupA4.h 

define wavetern S 

typedef struct 
Handle off; /* offscreen butmap / 
Point - knots; w Handle of points / 
short nknots; wt Number of knots. A 
short range; wt multiplier "f 

} Envelope, Envelope Pitr, EnvelopeHandle; 

pascal short main GWindPeek, short, long, long, Event Record Effect ); 

Applyenvelope ( GWindPeek, short, EnvelopePtr, long, long ); 
Build Envelope ( DialogPtr, GWind Peek ); 
Drag Knot DialogPtr, EnvelopePtr, short, short ); 
Drag Knot ind ( short, short ); 
Drawenvelope ( dialogPtr, short ); 
drawKnots ( Envelope Pitr ); 

Handle 

pascal void 

pasca short main { w opcode, opil, op.2, evt, efix 
register GWindPeek w; 
short opcode; 
long opl, op2; 
Event Record tevt; 
Effect Refx; 

short x 
register. DialogPtr 
short 
handle 
Rect 
Point 
short 
register Envelope Ptr 
short 
char 
long 

RememberAO); 
Set Upaa (); 

if (op2 Car opil) 
RestoreA4 (); 
return (FALSE}; 

result as False; 

switch (opcode) 
case opDoIt : 

dig 
item, kind, result; 
h; 
r frame drag 
pt knot, knot2; 
ii 
env; 
rangeItem; 
str 255; 

dig Getdialog efx->dio ); 
setWRefcon dlg. 
SetPort dlg. }; 

(long) efx. ) 

/ opil, op2 are left G right of selection aw 

w salt owner away 

GetDItem dlg., wavelten, 6 kind, Gh, Eframe ); 
SetDItem dig, wavelten, kind, drawenvelope frame ); 
drag fraine; 
Inset Rect ( Gdrag, 4, 4 

efx->h a Newhandle ( sizedf{Envelope} ); 
r drag; 
wr.top + 8. 
r...bottom s r. top; 

w build a flat curve / 
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PtrToland ( Gr, Gh 8 ); 

env is Envelepept refx->h; 
enword nknots 2. 
env-knots Point h; 
env->range a l; 

Lock ( efx->h ; 

env a? Envelopeptre fx->h; 
env-> off as BuildEnvelope ( dlg. W 

switch (envierange 
case l: 

range ten 4; 
break; 

case 2 
rangeltern is 5; 
break 

default 
rangeltern is 6. 
SetNuntern dlg., 9, env-> range ) 
SelText dig, 9, 0, lll . 
break 

Togglect litent dig, range Item ); A set up range stuff a 

while True 
Modal dialog NIL, Gitem : A Ask the user for parameters w 

if ten gas 2 break 
else if iter es waveltern 

GetMouse Gpt 

for title OigenvenKnots; it t) : 
knot env->knots + i); 
Set Rect Gr. -3, 3, 4, 4 }; 
OffsetRect ( Sr., knot, h, knot. W 
if PtinRect pt, r )) { 

Dragknot dig, env, i, True 
break 

knot a env->knots); 
for is licenv->nknots; it ) { 

knot2 a (env->knots + i ; 
if (Hit Line ( knot knot 2 pt 

drag Knot dig, env, i-, False : 
break 

knot me knot 2. 

else if item on 8 
dragknot dig env, i False ) 

else 
if item so 93 item or 6 f it override text to control A 

TogglectItem ( dlg., rangeiter 
rangeltern item 
Togglectiltern ( dig, range item 
switch rangelten) 

case 4: 
env-> range 
break; 

case 5: 
envis) range 2; 
treak 

case 6 
GetTextten dlg., 9, str ); 
StringtoNun stir il ); 
env->range a l; 
a serv-> range GetNuintent dlg. 9, 99 i? 
break 

aw 

A redraw scale A 
GetdItem dlg, l, kind ih, r ) 

bottorn r. top it 6; 
Inset Rect ( tr. 1 ); 
rival Rect r . 

46 
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Handle Build Envelope dlg, w 
DialogPtr dl g; 
register GWindPeek w; 

short row Bytes; 
short kind; 
Rect frame; 
andle h; 
handle off: 
long left, cnt, delta; 
char "p, mask; 
short 3 
long skip; 

GetdIten dlg., wavelten, Gkind, Gh, Sframe ); 
Inset Rect frame, 4, 4 ); 

left or w-> reports (repsel Beg; 
Cnt w-> reports repSelend - left; 
if (!cnt 

lieft as 0; 
cnt W-> reports replength; 

delta - ( (long) frame. right - frame. left) << 16) w cnt; 
skip : 
while (True) { 

if (delta skip > 0x00000400) break; 
skip C.C. l; 

rowbytes - (frame. right - frame. left + i. 6) >> 4) << 1; 
off - 2erohandle row Bytes (long) (frame...bottom - frame. top 4 3) }; 
HLock off ); 

Plot Pixels ( W->data (w-> chanFirst), left, W->info (compress), False, skip, 
O, frame. right - frame. left, delta skip, l, offt 2 rowbytes, rowbytes 

if (w-> chanFirst a w->chanLast) 
PlotPixels ( w-> data w-> chan Last, left, W-> info compress), False, skip, 

0, frane. right - frame. left, delt a "skip, l, "off 2 rowbytes, rowbytes : 

mask in OxAA; - A grey out the waveform tw 
p off; 
for inframe. top; gframe, botton; ++) 

for (3ro; Crowbytes; ++} p + + G = mask; 
mask or 0xFF; 

HUnlock ( off ); 
return ( off ); 

Drag Knot dlg., env, knot inside 
dialogPtr dilg; 
register Envelopeptir env 
short knot; 
short inside; 

Point pt, "p; 
short kind; 
Handle item 
Rect drag, outer, bounds; 
short draggeur; 

GetDItem dlg., wavetem, kind Gitern, Gouter ); 
drag outer; 
inset Rect ( Gouter, -1000 - 4 ); a rect for deleting tw w CSC 07/208s 
Inset Rect ( Gdrag, 4, 4 ); w" rect for pinning f/ 
drag. bottom a drag. top + 65; w only top half e/ 
bounds a drag 
Inset Rect ( bounds, 0, -3 ); f rect for clipping / 

draggeur at 0; A no indicator e/ 

while (Still Down ()) { 
GetMouse ( Gpt ); 

if (Pt InRect ( pt, Souter 
if (! inside) { p 

p env->knots; 
(long spt) Pinkect ( Scrag, pt. ); 

for (knot-0; knotCenv->n Knots-l; knott) if (pt t->h > pth ) break; 
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pasca void drawenvelope dlg. item ) 
DialogPtr dig; 
short ten 

short kind; 
andle h; 
Rect 
Bitmap bu 
Effect efix; 
Envelopeptir env 
register short half; 
char str2); 

wa 

efx n (Effect GetWRefcon dlg. ); 
env (EnvelopePtri) refx->h; 

PenNormal (); 
GetdItem dlg. item, kind, Gh, Gr ) 
bn, bounds a ri 
Inset Rect ( &brm, bounds, 4, 4 ); 
Frame Rect Gr ); 
inset Rect Sr., , , ); 
PenMode ( s.rcbic ); 
PenSize 3, 3 ); 
FrameRect ( Gr ); 
PenNortal (); 

HLock ( env->0 ff ); 
bn. rowbytes (br. bounds. right - bm. bounds. left + 15} >> 4} << l 
bn baseAddr env-> off; 
copyBits bm, Gdg->port Bits, Gibm. bounds, bm. bounds, Src.copy, NIL ) 
Unlock ( envasoff 

drawKnots ( env ; 

Pennormal (); 
TextFort ); 
Text Size 9 ); 
GetdItem ( dlg, ll kind, h, r ); 
FrameRect Gr ); 
Inset Rect ( Gr, , , ) 
Erase Rect Gr ); 
Inset Rect ( Gr, -l, 3 ); 

half s r. botton+r. top) / 2; 

MoveTo r. right-6, r. top ); 
line 5, 0 ); 
MoveTo r-right-4, r. top t (r. bottom-r. top) / B 
Line 3, 0 ); 
Moveto r. right-6, r. top + (r. bottom-r. top) a 4 ) 
Line ( 5, 0 ); 
MoveTo r. right-4, half - (r. botton-r. top) / 8 
Line 3, 0 ); 
MoveTo r. right-6, half ); 
Line ( 5, 0 ); 

NumTostring env->range, Gstr (0) . 
MoveTo r. right-7, r. top t 5 ); 
Move ( -string width ( Gstrol ), 0 ); 
Drawstring ( Gstro)); 

MoveTo r. right-7, half t 4 ); 
Move ( -chairwidth ( '0' 3, 0 ); 
drawChar ( 'O' ); 

TextFont 0 ); 
Textsize 0 ); 

Bender c 

Bender sound effect 

Modification History: 

CJS 12/14/87> exit right away if no selection (also fixes divide by zero). 
CSC 07/20/88> Inset knot deletion rect by (-1000, 4} instead of (-4, -4) 

so that knots are deleted only by draging vertically off 
wave, not by dragging horizontally off wave. This also 
allows end knots to track with mouse off to ieft or right 
of wave. 

54 
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w 

include "Audiodefs" 
GetA4 void ); 
include setUpa4.h" 

define wave ten 3 

typedef struct 
handle . off; a offscreen butmap */ 
Point knots; w Handle of points */ 

•rshot nknots; A Number of knots / 
short range; f multiplier / 

envelope, Envelope Pitr, Envelopehandle; 

wn 
we 

pascal short main GWindPeek short, long, long, Event Record , Effect ); 

long Apply Envelope ( Gwind Peek, short, Envelopeptr, long, 
Handle BuildEnvelope ( Dialog Ptr, Gind Peek ); 

DragKnot, DialogPtr, Envelopeptir, short, short ); 
dragknot.Ind ( short, short ; 

pascal void Drawenvelope DialogPtr, short }; 
drawknots EnvelopePtr ); 

pascal short main ( w, opcode, opil, op2, eve efx. ) 
register GWindPeek w; 
short opcode; 
long opl op2; 
Event Record evt; 
Effect efix; 

short x 
register DialogPtr dig; 
short item, kind, result; 
Handle h; 
Rect r frame, drag; 
Point pt, knot, knot2. 
short i 
register Envelopeptir env; 
Handle buffer; 
long len 

RememberAO (; 
Set Up.A4 (); 

if op2 C opl) 
RestoreA4 (); 
return (FALSE); w is RM 

result False; 

switch (opcode 

KSMR 07/9A.88. 
CSMR 07/988> 

long, short, Handle ); 

CSMR 07/9/88X 
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a/ 

case opDot: w" opil, cp2 are left G right of selection a 
dig a Get Dialog efx->idlo ); 
SetWRefcon dlg, (long) efx ); w salt owner away 
SetPort dlg. ); 

GetDitem dig, wave Iter, Skind, Gh, frame ); 
SetDItem dlg., wavetern, kind, Drawenvelope, & frame ); 
drag r frathe; 
Inset Rect Gdrag, 4, 4 ); 

if efx->h 
efx->h New Handle ( sizeof (Envelope) ; 
r drag; 
r. top r (r. top+ r. bottom) >> l; At build a flat curve W 
r...bottorn s r. top; 

PtrTohand Gr, Gh, 8 ; 

env (Envelopeptry refx->h; 
env->nKnots 2; 
env-knots (Point h; 
env-> range m ; 7 one octave tw 

Hock efx->h ); 

env r (Envelope Ptri) refx->h; 
env-> off BuildEnvelope dig, w ); 

TogglectItem dig, env->range+3 ); w" set up range stuff f 



- while (True 
Modal dialog ( NIL. Stem ); 

if item gue 2) break; 
else if item sa wave Itern) 

GetMouse ( Gpt ); 

for i=0;igenva->n Knots; it +) 
knot env->knots + 
Set Rect Gr, -3, -3, 4, 
Offset Rect Gr, knoth 
if (PtinRect ( pt, Gr ) 

drag Knot dlg., env, 
break; 

knot as env->knots); 
for ( ; iCenvaxin Knots; +4 
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f Ask the user for parameters a 

); 
4 ); 
knot. v . 

i, True }; 

knot2 as env->knots + i); 
if {Hitline { knot, knot2, pt. )) { 

dragknot dlg., env, 
break; 

} 
knot knot 2; 

else if item r 6) 

i-li, False ); 

drag Knot dlg. env, i, False ) 

else 
Togglectl Item dig, env->range+3 ); 
TogglectlItem dlg. Item ) 
env-> range is item-3; 

/f redraw scale A 
Get DItem ( dlg. 7, 6 kind, Gh, Gr ); 
r...bottom n r. top t 12; 
Inset Rect Gr, l, 1 } 
Inval Rect G r ); 
GetDItem ( dlg. 7, & kind, Gh. Gr. ) 
r. top r. botton - 12; 
Inset Rect Gr, l, 1 }; 
Invalrect r ); 

DisposDialog dig 
Update Windows (); 
Disposhandle env-> off ); 

if item is a l} { 
Watch Cursor (); 
len ApplyEnvelope ( w, drag. right - drag. left, 

if (checkMemory len, li ) 
buffer New Handle ( len ); f allocated 

env, opil, op2, False, NIL ); 

specified ant of temp bufer a 
if (result Undo Prep w, 6, opil, op2, False }} { 

Watch cursor (); 
Apply Envelope ( W, drag. right - drag. left, env, opil, op2, True, buffer 

Disposhandle buffer ); 

HUnlock ( efx->h ); 

RestoreA4 (); 
return (result) 

long Applyenvelope ( w, width, env, start end, 
GWindPeek W 
short width; 
Envelopeptir env; 
long start end; 
short for Real 
Handle tempsuf; 

short i, horz, x; 
Point ptl, pt.2, pKnot; 
register unsigned char lip; 
unsigned char beginp, end P, newP; 
long cnt Delta, usedelta, delta; 
Fixed inc, deltanc, usehc; 
Fixed offset 

for Real tempbuf ) 



long 
long 
long 

haster is 0; 
for is wrdchanFirst; Craw-> chanLast; ++} { 

59 
insert 
master 
len, useend; 

len GethandleSize (ws>data (i); 
if (start > a len) continue; 

useend end; 
if useend d lien use End in len; 
delta or (long) width) CC le) / (useend - start); 

pknot env->knots; 
ptl in pKnot#4; 
pt2 - pKnot--- 

5,204,969 

7 do it for both tracks if there w 
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/ JS: check for selection past end / 

while (pt2.h a ptih) pt.2 pKnott +; 

inc (long) (64 + 0 - ptl. v)) CC 6; 
delta Inc r ( ( (long) (ptl. v - pt2.v.) CC 6) w (pt2.h - ptl.h); 

cntdelta O; 
horz ptl.h; 

offset 0. 

beginP a (unsigned char ) "w->data (1 + start: 
end P - (unsigned char *w->datai ) + useend; 

lip is beginP; 
newP is 0; 
insert at 0; 
if (forreal) newP (unsigned char tempbuf; 

while (True) { 
useinc GetLog env->range inc) >> 16 ); 
usedelta u FixMu ( delta, 

critidelta Go Ox000OFFFF; 
while ( (cnt delta C 0x0001 0000: G (ip g endP) 

ast 
MOVE. offset (A6), d0 
ADD. usenc (A6},DO 
SWAP DO 
ADO D0 lp 
CR DO 
SWAP DO 
MOVE. D0 offset (A6) 

TST forreal (A6) 
BECS e 

ASR.L. l, DO 

MOWEC OD 
MOVE.B lp, Dl 
MULU DO, Dl 

MOVEO O, D2 
MOVE.B. (lpi), D2 

SUB.L 0x00008000, D5 
NEGI. O 
MUL DO, D2 
Add. D1, D2 
I.S., l, D2 
SWAP D2 

MOVE., new P, A 
MOWEs D2 (Al 

l 
Add 1 new? (A6} 
ADDQ.L. ill, insert (A6) 

cntdelta + usedelta; 

if (lp > endP 
if (insert > master) master = insert; 
if (for Real) 

HLock ( tempbuf ); 
SafeReplace ( weddata till start, use End-start 
HUnock tempbuf ); 

use Inc 

times fract on 

get this half's value 

times 10000-fraction 

percentage of left sample 

get dest 

one new byte 
count one new byte 

tempbuf, insert ); 
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break; 

Inc - a delta Inc. 
if (horz++ d pt2.h) 

ptl pt2; 
pt2 - pKnott +; 
while (pt2.h ptl.h) pt2 = "pKnott ti 

inc in ( (long) (64 + 10) - ptl. v)} << 16; 
delta Inc as (((long) (ptl. v - pt2. v)} << 16) (pt2h - ptlh); 

a for each byte / 

7 for each channe / 

if for Real 
Undonsert start, master ); 
set selection w, start, start + master, w-> chanFirst W-> chanlast ) 

return (master); / return buffer needed a 

handle BuildEnvelope ( dig, W ) 
dialogPtr dig; 
register GWindPeek w; 

short rowbytes; 
short kind; 
Rect frame; 
handle h; 
handle off; 
long left, cnt, delta; 
char *p, mask: 
short 
long skip; 

GetDItem dlg. Wavetera, Gkind, Gh, G frame ); 
Inset Rect ( G frame, 4, 4 ); 

left w-> reports repSelBeg; 
cnt r W-> reports repSelend - left; 
if cnt 

left is 0; 
cnt n w-> reports (replength; 

skip l; 
delta r ( ( (long) { frame. right - frame eft}} << 16} f cnt; 
while (True 

if (deltaskip > 0x000004 CO break; 
skip CCs l; 

- rowbytes (frame. right - frame. left + les) >> 4} << l; 
off 2eroHandle rowbytes (long (frame...bottom - frame top + 3) }; 

" HLock off 

PlotPixels ( w->data (w-> chanFirst, left, w->infocompress, False, skip, 
0, frame. right - frame. left, delta skip, l, off+2 rowbytes, rowbytes ); 

if (w-> chanFirst w->chanast) 
Plotpixels ( W->data (w-> chanlast, left, W->infocompress), False, skip, 

O, frame. right - frame. left, delta skip, l, oft-2 rowbytes, rowbytes }; 

mask or 0xAA; 7 * grey out the waveform "f 
p as off; 
for inframe. top; Cframe...botton; it +} 

for (3-0; Crowbytes; ++} p ++ is mask 
Task a 0xFF; 

HUnlock off ); 
return ( off ; 

drag Knot ( dlg., env, knot, inside ) 
dialogP tr dilig; 
register Envelopeptr env 
short knot; 
short inside; 

- 

Point pt, p. 
short kind; 
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drawknots env ) 
register Envelopetr envi 

short 
port pt 
Rect r 

for 9 genvadinknots; it +) 
pt a env->knots + i); 
PenSize 2, 2 ; 
if 

LineTo pth pt v ); 
else 

Moveo pth pt. v ); 

PenSize 3, 3 }; 
Set Rect Gr. -2, -2, 4, 4 ; 
Offset Rect Gr, pt. h. pt. v ); 
FrameRect r ); 

pascal void Drawenvelope dlg., item ) 
DialogPtr dlg. 
short ten; 

short kind; 
andle h; 
Rece r; 
Bitap on; 
Effect efix; 
Envelopeptir enw; 
register short half; 
char str2); 

efix Effect GetWRefCon dlg. ); 
env is Envelopeptr} refx->h; 

PenNormal 
Getdtern dig, iter kind, Gh, r ); 
bribounds s r. 
Inset Rect sort bounds, 4 4 
Frame Rect (Gr ) 
Inset Rect . . . ; 
periode scic 
PenSize ( 3, 3 ); 
FrameRect 
PenNortal (); 

Lock ( env->off 
brarowaytes (bn. bounds. right - bia.bounds. left + 15} >> 4) CC is 
bnbasedd or ew-doff 
CopyBits Gbra, Gdg->port Blts, bin. bounds, bm. bounds, srcCopy, N. ; 
Unlock ( enve-doff 

drawknots env 

PenNormal () 
TextFont }; 
Textsize 9 }; 
Getditem dig 7 kind Gh Sr ); 
ranterect Gr ) 

Inset Rect Gr, }; 
Erase Rect ( i r ); 
inset Rect ( tr., -l, 3 ); 

half a (r. bottontr. top) f 2/s -l f; 

oveto r. right-6 r. top ; 
line 5, 0 ); 

MoveTo right-4, r. top + r. bottom-r. top) / 8 
line 3 0 ); 
MoveTo r. right-6, r. top + r. bottom-r. top) a 4 ) 
line 5 0 ); 
Moveto (r. right-4, half - r bottom-r. top) / 8 
Line ( 3 0 ); 
MoveTo r. right-6, half 
Line 5 0 ); 
oveTo r-right-4, half + r. botton-rtop) a 
Line 3, 0 }; 
MoveTo r. right-6, r. bottom - (r. bottom-r. top / 4 
Line 5, O ; 
Movero r right-4, r. botton - (r. bottom-r. top 8 
Line 3, 0 ); 
MoveTo r. right-6, r. botton S ; 
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NumToString env->range, stro ); 
MoveTo r. rights, r. top + 5 ); 
Move String Width strol 0 }; 
drawstring stro); 

MoveTo r. right-, half + 4 ; 
Move Chawidth ( 'O' ), 0 ); 
drawchar O' ) 

NumToString -env-drange, stro ; 
MoveTo r. right-7, r. bottorn-2 ; 
Move ( -StringWidth stro ), 0 ); 
drawstring stro; 

TextFort 0 ); 
textsize ( 0 ); 

MiscTools.c 

fa 
scools, c 

C987 Steve Capps 

Modiflcation. History: 

CJS l?AO6/8d Put handle in A0 before HGetState in SafeLock. 
CJS l2/10/87> Remove trailing zeroes in Fixed toString. 

CSC 02/05/88> Fix sloppy code in openResfiew which was catching a spurious nonzero 
ResError from Andy's GetResource patch in the Radius Accelerator ROM. 

CSC 05 5/88> handle negative numbers in Fixed ToString. 
CS Sfas don't let flewdr search fall to MSP 
CJS 06/02/88 Use FSFCB Len instead of OM85 to test for HFS. 
CSMR 06/22/88> Handle color dialogs in Get Dialog. 
CSMR Ca24/88> correct color grafport checks; improved cheapcompare; nake sure there's 

a frontmost window before deactivating it in Getdialog. 
CSMR 09/27 assic check for overflow from stringTofixed before pinning nurn in String ToFixedx. 
CSR 09.28/882 Don't round numbers larger than 0x7FFFFFFC in Fixed Tostring because 

p- the rounding overflows and the number becomes negative. 
CSR lovolvsep Added Io error string for accessdenied (access privilege error) in 

OAlert. 
CSMR 0/05/88X cast 0x7FFFFFFC to a long int before comparing it to nun in 

Fixed Tostring (otherwise num will be converted to an unsigned long 
int and the comparison will fail or negative values). 

tf 
include Csaceaders> 
include color 

include is cdes c. 
include Fixeract / h is a 25/87 ff. 

A exported by users of this package A 

exes 

extee 
exes 
exes 
extees 

priva 

short 

short 
short 

Update indows void ; 

short errorbase index of first Io error string in STR loo a 
short rangeBase; index of first range error string in STR 00 / 
char decitaliont; f decimal point character a 
char minus Sign; 7 minus sign character a 

te stuff f 

Alert Guts char short short 

Abs ( x ) 

if x > 0 return x; 
return tax 

ft does a cheap distance calc between two points a 
ABSPoint pt, pt.2 ) short 

ot 

St. 

pt , pt.2 

Ove 
S3 
BPS 
NE 

get first point into Dil DO 
get delta W 

ptl (A6), DO-D1 
pt2 (A6DO 
o 
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s pt2+2 (A62, D1 get delta 
B.S 
EG d 

1. 
ce DDO is dw > dh 
BS 2 
EXG blo flip the two 

2 
ASR D shift the esser of the two 

A. dl, DO get total sqrt 

adds character to end of str 'f 
Addichar St. c 
char str, c; 

t str + ++ str ) c. 

at concatenates right to left string f 
Addistr streift stirright 3 
char streift stright; 

register short? x; 

x strRight ++; 
BlockMove stirright strleft + streft +1 x 3 
set as x 

vs used by Ioalert, Erroralert, et al. A 
short Alert Guts str, strid, id ) 
chart str; 
short ser 
short id: 

car holder 256; 
short X 

rtcursor 

if (strid) GetIndistring ( Gholdero, loo, strD ) 

if holderl) is t ) { 
parat Text Gholder.0) str 0, 0 ); 

x - Alertx id 
Updatewindows (); 
eturn ( x ); 

else 
return (OxOl 

we cover of alert which centers alert on screen '7 
Aert Sid 
shoe id: 

Rect it th save; 
short item; 

h a Rect GetResource ( "ALRT", id ) 
save to th; w 
offsetRect th, (screenBits. bounds right save right - save. left ? 2 0 

tea Alert d. NIL ); 

t th save; 
return ten ); 

ye Draws the picture id at given location of current Port a/ 
blastic id, h v ) aw 
short dhvi 

register Pichandle Pict 
Rect 
shot locked 

pict - GetPicture (id); 
if (pict 
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O 

SUBQ.. 4d0 ; do long at a time 
BLES el 
CLR.L. (AO) + 
BRAS 9 

ADDO 3DO residue 
2 

CRB (AO) + 
3 

OBRA D0, 2 

2eroes out contents of handie / 
Clear Handle h 
Handle h; 

Clearbytes ( "h, GetHandliesize h ) ; 

f" does a 2way alert with OK/cancel W 
short Confirmallert str, strid ) 
char str; 
short strid; 

return Alert Guts str, strid, l00 ) or l; 

A 8 does a 3 Way alert Wayes, No and cancel w 
short Confirm3Alert str, strID ) 
char *str 
short strid; 

return ( Alert Guts str, strD, 101 ); 

short Cool digit ( c. ) 
char C 

if (c sur decimalPoint) return True); 
if c as minusSign) return (True); 
return (c > a 'O') G.G. (c. <s '9) ); 

a deletes in chars at off from str, if off is negative, starts at right / 
DeleteChars str, off, in 
register char str; 
register short off; 
register short n; 

if off C 0) off +. Astr + l; 
if (off Cn str) G.G. (off > 0) { 
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BlockMove ( str+off--n, str+off, str - off t n) t , ); 
(str-ran; 

74 

a given h and v, it derives the nearest byte address from theport of that screen locationt? 

Ptr deriveAddress h, v ) 
short h, w; 

register Bitmap bin; 
short depth; 

if (theport->portBits. rowbytes G. Oxc000) no Oxc000) 
bn (Bitmap (PixMapHandies the Port->portsits...baseAddr: 
depth ( (PixMap.Ptribn) ->pixel Size; 

else 
bn Gthe Port->portBits; 
depth l; 

return bin->baseAddr + 
v - bin->bounds. top) long (bm-> rowbytes G. OxFFF - 
(h-bn->bounds. left) >> 3}} depth }; 

dumphandlet h, pb ) 
register Handle h; 
PartBikt pb 

tw 
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short locked; 

locked on Safelock h ); 
dumppointer ( "h, GetHandlesze h pb ); 
if locked) HUnlock h ); 

dumppointer ( p, l, pb ) 
Pt P 
long l; 
ParrablkPtr pb; 

short X; 

pb->ioparam. iobuffer p; 
pb->ioParam.ioreqCount l; 
pb->ioParam. loposode n 0; 
x a PBWrite ( pb, 0 ); 

/r returns true if passed vRefNum is ejectable or not a 
short Ejectable vRefNum ) 
shot wRefNum; 

register Ptr dqe; 

dqe or (Ptri) Get DQE ( GetDriveNum( vRefNum) ); 
if (dqe) { 

if (t (dqe-3) < 8 return (True); / strange DQDip field w 

return False); 

7. Enables/disables a dialog control ten 
Enablectltern dig, item, enable ) 
DialogPtr dlg; 
short tem; 
short enable; 

Rect r; 
Controlandle h 

enable in enable 2 : 255; 
GetDItem ( dlg., item, Gr, Gh, Gr}: 
if (h)->contrihite in enable) hilliteControl h, enable ); 

a Brings up an alert with a simple ok button a 
Erroralert str, strld ) 
char str; 
short strid; 

Alert Guts ( str, strld, 102 ); 

w extracts length bytes at offset from h and puts into new at offset / 
w if new of C 0 it assumes newoff GethandleSize ( new) which raeans concatenate A 

Note, this requires C 50 bytes free in heap (but it'll be slow} / 

short Extract handle h, offset, length, new, newoff ) 
Handle h; 
long offset; 
long length; 
Handle new 
long newOff; 

long x 
register long result; 
short locked; 

if GethandleSize (new) { 
disposhandle new 2; 
new . Newhandle ( Compactern (0x7FFFFFFF} ); 

SetHandleSize ( new 0 ); 

7 clean up parameters / 
result a GetHandleSize new ); 
if (newOff > result) newOff a result; 
if (newOff C 0) newOff r result; 

result GethandleSize h ) or offset; 
if result C length) length result; 
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result 0. 
while length > 0) { 

x - compactMen (0x7FFFFFFF); 
if (x > length) x n length; 

locked a Safelock h ); 
result Mungerx ( new newoff, NIL, O, 
if (locked) HUnlock ( h ); 
if (result C 03 break; 
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sh + offset x ); 

if ( (result Mungerx h, offset, NIL, x, (Ptri)l, NIL ) 0} break: 

vt turn on the watch if we didn't make it cieanly "a 
if (x C (length >> 2) WatchCursor () ; 

length -n x; 
newOff + n x; 

if (result c. O} return result); 
return ( 0 }; 

wr Fils the given pointer-len pretty quickly 'f 

Filler ( p, len, byte 
Pt P 
long len; 
Char byte; 

as 
MOWEB byte (A6), Dl 
OWE len (A6},DO 
CWE. L. p (A6), AO 

TSTB 0x02F 
BGTS O 

BTST 0, p.43 (A6) 
BNES loop2 

O 
I.S. 8, D1 
MOWEB byte (A6), Cl 
OWE Dil Al 

SWAP O 
MOVE Adl 

OWE. len (A6D0 
ISR. 2, DO 
BEO.S almost 

loop 
MOWE.L. Dl, (A0) + 
SUBO. L. l, DO 
BNES loop 

almost 
MOWEQ 3 d0 
AND len+2 (A6), DO 
BEO.S done 

eloop2 
MOWEB Dl (A0) + 
SB. l, DO 
3NES loop2 

done 

Fixed ToString ( nurn, str ) 
Fixed nut 
char str; 

chair temples); 
unsigned short x; 
long save 
Fixed frac; 

if (num Cr (long) 0x7FFFFFFc) /t 
num+ 3 / 

x a num; 
save a nurth 
nurth >> 16; 
NumToString nurt, str ); 

if (frac x 0000l. XX 16 
if save g ) 

nurn++; 

don't turn large positive into negative 
round off to 4 

O 

is there an 020 2 

if odd, we must go byte by byte 

build up a long 

ong of magic byte 

DECIMA places tw 

/* handle negative case 

no trailing zeroes / 
handle negative case 

a 
f it 

tf 

w a 

f f 
ve 
va 

f a 

w 

CSC 
CSC 

wa 

CSC 
CSC 
CSC 

CS 
CSC 
KSC 

78 

05/15/88> 
os/15/88> 

cSMR Of OS/8 

tw 
in/ 

ef 
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if (num) 
NumToString num, str ); 

else 
stro l; 
strl) a "-"; 

frac 10000 - frac; 

AddChar str, decimal Point }; 

NunToString ( frac, temp ; 
x - 4 - tempo); 
while (x--) AddChar (str '0'}; 
while (temptempt Oil 'O') temptO)--, 
AddStrt str, temp ; 

a returns depth of the Port / 
Ptr GetBase () 

register PixMapptr. pm; 

if (theport->portbits. rowbytes G 0xc000} in OxC000) { 
pm in (PixMapHandle) the Port->portBits..base addr; 
return ( pm->baseddir ); 

else 
return the Port->portBits..baseaddr ); 

returns ptr to bounds rect can be to handle) */ 
Rect Get Bounds ( ) 

register Bitmap bn; 

if ( (the Port->portBits. rowbytes G 0xc000) - 0xCOOO) 
bit r (BtMap ) " (PixMapHandle) the Port->portBits. baseAddr; 

else 
bm in 6the Port->port Blts; 

return ( Gbn->bounds ); 

A Gets the value of the control tern A 
short GetctlItem dlg. item ) 
DialogPtr dilg; 
short item; 

Rece r; 
Control Handle h; 
char text 32); 

GetDItem (, dlg., item, Gr, Gh, Gr); 
return ( Get CtlValue (h) ); 

- 

a returns depth of the Port w 
short Getdepth () 

register PixMapptr pm; 

if ( (theport->portBits. rowbytes G. Oxc000) -- Oxc000) 
pm (PixMaphandle) the port->portBits. base addr; 
return pm->pixel Size ); 

else 
return ) 

a Gets the INVISIBLE dialog, centers it, then shows it a 
DialogPtr Getdialog id ) 

short ld; 

dialogPtr dig; 
Graft port; 
Rect abr; 
short v Global 

dilig GetNewDialog d, OL, -ll. 2; 
Getport sport ); 
SetPort dlg. ); 
br a GetBounds(); 

fe 
ve 
ws 

f a 
f 
A a 

t 
/ a 
We 
WD 
/ 

/A 

/ 

f a 

(SC 
CSC 
CSC 
KSC 
CSC 
CSC 
(SC 
CSC 
CSC 

KSC 
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CSMR 06/24/88> 

CSMR 06/24/88> 

CSMR 06/23/88> A 
CSMR 06/23/88> t / 
CSMR 06/23/88> A 

ty 
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handle h; 
Rect 

GetDItem dlg., iter, kind, Gh. Gri 
return h ); 

f Gets text item from daiog 
Get ItemRect dig item, r ) 
DialogPtr dlg. 
short ten 
Rect sr. 

short kind; 
ande h; 

Get Iten dlg. item, kind, Gh, r); 

w Gets the text item from dialog, converts to number and pias it in range f 
long GetNumitten dig, stem, low hi. 
DialogPtr dl g; 
short iter 
long ow h; 

Rect r; 
Harde h 
ca text 256 

GetdItern dlg. ltern Gr, Gh, Gr}; . 
GetText h, text ) 
settin StirlingtoNumxt text low hi ) }; 

f Returns real wrefNuri from WDRefNum, etc. Can't accept drive numbers) A 
short GetRealWRef wrefNur) 
short wrefNum; 

Rec wd 

if vRefNun C 0) 
if wrefNunn C. Ox8FFF) G.G. FSFCBen > 0) { 

wd. ionarinePtr is 0; 
wdioWRefNun wrefNum; 
wdioWiddrid 0; 
PBGetWDrfowd, False); 
return ( widioWDVRefNum 1: 

return wrefNura ; 

return (-), 

w returns rowbytes of the ort a 
short Get Rowbytes) 
t 

register BltMap bin; 

if the ort->portbits. rowBytes g oxcoco as 0xCOOO) At CSMR 06/24fsX ef 
bn (Bitmap (PixMapHandie) the Port->portBits baseddiri 

else 
bin a theort->portets; 

return brerowbytes G. OxlfFF ) 

a Gets text stem from dialog f 
GetTextten dig, item, str ). 
dialogPtr dlg; 
shot item 
char str; 

Rect 
controlandle h; 

Getdten dig ten, Gr, sh, Gr 
GetText h, str ); 

A get web queue element for passed vRefNum or WDREf Nun "f 
WCB GetVcs wrefNurn 
short wrefNuri 

register WCB a web; 





case fluckderr: 
error 3; 
break 

case dupfnerr: 
error 4; 
break; 

case fBsyErr: 
error 5. 
break 

- case inferr: 
error n 6; 
break; 

case opWrerr: 
error n 7; 
break; 

case accessidenied: 
error a 8; 
break; 

default: 

87 

NumToString error, Gnurn 10 ); 
NL turn O), NII ParamText NIL, 

error a 0; 
break; 

} 
Erroralert stir error + error Base }; 

/ inserts the character at offset into str, 
InsertChar str, c, off ) 
register char str; 
schar C; 
register short off; 

if (off C 0) off a str + off + l; 
if (off > str) off str + l; 

BlockMove str+off, str+off+l, 
t str+off) c. 
str + + 

short tax x, y ) 
short x,y; 

if (x > y) return (x): 
return ty); 

short MaxPixels () 

register short X; 
register GDHandle gcd; 

x - l; 

5,204,969 

/* IO errors start at errorbase 

if negative from right / 

str - off + 1 }; 

7 assume max depth is 1 f 

w is color quickdraw there? / 
if (RCM85 > 0) if (NGetTrapaddress (0x200, Tool Trap) 

gd GetdeviceList S; 
while (gd) 

x - max a tagd ->gdPMap) ->pixel Size, x ) 
gd a GetNextdevice ( gci ); 

return x.) 

short min ( x, y ) 
short x,y 

if (x < y return (x): 
return y; 

long Mungerxt h, offset, pl. lenl P2. len2 ) 
handle h; 
long offset; 
t pl; 

in NGetTrapaddress (0x9E, Tool Trap) ) 

88 
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SetWol 0 saveWol ); 
return ref 

long PinrectX r, pt. ) 
Rect tr; 
Point pt; 

a sit 
MOVE pt (A6), DO 
MovE pt+2 (A6), Dl 

MOVE.I. r (A6), AO 
CP (AO) + DO top 
BGES O 
MoWE -2 (AO, DO 

so 

CP (A0) + Dl ; left 
BGES 
MOWE -2 (A0), Dl 

l 

CMP (A0) +, DO ; bottom 
BLES 2 
OWE -2 (A0), DO 

2 

cMP (AOD right 
BLES 3 
MOWE (AO) Dl 

3 
SWAP do 
MCWE Dl D0 return point 

f" Returns random number betwwen 0 and x-l/ 
short Rand ( x ) 
short x; 

short y 
y r Random () x; 
if y < 0) y -y; 
return y; 

v Safeopen Res opens the given resource file is a openResfiew, but who preload a 
short Safeopen Rest name, vRefNun, createok, topRes ) 
char rame; 
short wrefNun; 
sort createok; 
short topRes; 

short res 

topRes Curresfie (); 
Set ResLoad (False) 
res - OpenResfilew name, wrefNun, creatgk ); 

if tres > 0). Useresfile res ); 

Set ResLoad Tue); 
return res ) 

a SafecloseRes closes resource file opened fSafeopenRes and correctly maintains search list 
short SafecloseRest res topRes ) 
short res; 
short topRes; 

UpdateResfile res }; 
if (res > topRes) closeResfile res ); 
seresfile topRes ); 

a does a protected munger call in won't delete parts outside handle 7 
short SafeReplace ( h, offset out Len, in, inlen ) 
handle h 
long offset 
long out Len; 
Pt in; 
long inLen; 

A. 
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register long l; 

Get HandleSize h : 
if offset X l) offset l; w pin offset w 
if (offset out Len) > 1) outlen - offset; /* pin cut ant "f 
if (in (Ptri) l in (Ptri) Get2One {} f safer address / 

wMoveHHi h ); A cause were cool A 

1 Mungerx h, offset, NIL, outen in, in Len ); 
if ( C 0} return ( ) ); 
return ( 0 ); 

ft locks the handle after moving h and returns lock state before lock / 

short Safelock h 
register Handle h; 

extern Move HH 

a sm 

MOWEB (h), D0 assume old roa's 

TST RCM85 ; new rom's 2 
BMIS O 
MOWE. h, AO Js: 2106/87 
HGetState 

O 
TSTB DO ; test lock bit 
SMI - (sP) ; TRUE if not locked 
Addo. B l, SP) return it 
BEO.S ; if already locked, can't move anyway 
MOVE h, - (SP) 
JSR MoveHH 

MOWE, h, A0 
HLock ; finally lock it 

MOWEB (SP) + DO 
Ext DO 

Restoreunder r, offbits ) 
Rect ar 
Handle offbts; 

short depth; 
Bit Map off; se 
PixMaphandle off Pix; 

depth Getdepth (); 

off. oounds us r 
off row Bytes - ( (off. bounds. right - off. bounds. left + lis) >> 4) CC l; 

if (depth > l 
off Pix (PixMaphandle) ( long ) off Bits: /* retrieve pixmap handle here 7 

(offPix) ->bounds is off.bounds; 
(off Pix) ->rowbytes off. rowbytes; 
(offix) ->based dir as off Bits + 4; 

CopyBits ( off Pix, thePort->portbits, Goff. bounds, Goff.bounds, srcCopy, NII, ); 

dispospixMap ( offix ); 

else 
off based dr offsts 
CopyBits ( Goff, theport->portBits, Goff. bounds, Goff. bounds, srcCopy, NII. ); 

disposhande (Handle offbits }; 

Handle Saveunder r ) 
Rece r 

short depth: 
- Bit Map off; 

Handle offbits; 
PixMapHandle off Pix; 

depth Get Depth) 

94. 
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off.bounds a tr; 
off rowbytes (off-bounds...right - off. bounds. left + lis) >> 4) CC l; 
off Bits New Handle ( 4 + (off. bounas. bottorn - off. bounds. top) (long) of f. rowbytes) depth 

if depth > ) - 
off Pix in NewPixMap (); 

(long ) off Bits) a long) off Pix; a save pixmap handle here w 

off Pix) ->bounds an off-bounds; 
off Pix) ->rowbytes r off. row Bytes; 
off Pix->baseAddr a toff Bits t 4; 

CopyBlts ( G theport->portBits, offpix, Goff. bounds, Goff. bounds, srccopy, NIl 
return offbits i 

else 
off.basedd r a toff Bits; 
CopyBits ( &theport->portBits, Goff, Goff. bounds, Goff-bounds, srccopy, NI. 

return off Blts ); 

Sets the control item to given num if different (minimizes flashing) a 
Setct litern ( dlg., item, num ) 
DialogPtr dl g; 
short item; 
shot ruth; 

Rect r; 
Control Handle h; 

Getditem dig item, Gr, Gh, Gr); 
if th) -->contrValue num). Set CtWalue h nurn ); 

/* sets the text item to ascii version of given num / 
SetNumtern dlg. item, num ) 
dialogPtr dl g; 
short item; 
long turn 

char text 32 

NumtoString num, text.); 
SetTextItem ( dig, item, text }; 

a Sets text item if different (minimizes flashing) f 
SetTextItem dig, item, str ) 
DialogPtr dig; 
short item; 
char str; 

Rect r 
Control Handie h; 
cha existing (256); 

Getditera dig, item, Gr, Gh. Gr); 
GetText h, Gexisting 0 ); 
if EqualString str, Gexisting O, False, False }} Set Text ( h, str ); 

W. Sets user item proc A 
SetUserProc ( dig, item, proc } 
DialogPtr dig; 
short item; 
Pt proc; 

short kind; 
Rect r 
Control Handle h; 

Getotem dlg. item kind, Gh, ir); 
SetDItem dlg., item, kind, proc, Sir) ; 

f returns long version of integer as result 7 

long String Tofixed str, num ) 
register char str; 
Fixed num; 

register long top, bot, factor; 
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register short len;. 
char c; 
long temp; 

top O; 

len a str++. 
While (len-- > 0 

c str++; 
if c is decimal Point) break; 
top top 10 + (c. - 'O'); 
f (top K 0) top or 0x7FFFFFFF; 

factor l; 
bot at 0; 
While ( (len-- > 0) is factor Ka 10000) 

temp bot lo + (str++ - "0") 
if (temp > 0x00008000 break; 
bot in temp; 
factor us factor 10; 

nurn s (top CC le) + (bot CC lis) / factor; 

return top) 

se 

Fixed String ToFixext str, low, hi ) 
register char str; 
Fixed low, hi: 

char text (32); 
Fixed num; 
long overflow; 
short bad, i. 

BlockMove ( sti, text, 32 ); 
if ( ( (unsigned char) text (0)} > 3} text{0} - 3); 

bad as 0; 
for isligatext O; it +} 

if (! Cool Digit ( text()) { 
bad a l; 
DeleteChars ( text, , , ); 
i-- 

overflow String To Fixed ( text, nurn ); 
(overflow > 32767) if (bad) bad 2; nun hi; } / 

if (num C low if (bad) bad a 2; nun a low; 
if (num > his if bad) bad 2; nun m hi; } 
Atif (overflow > 32767) f (bad) bad a 2 nurn h; 7 

if (bad) 
FixedToString ( num, text ); 
ParamText ( NIL, NII text, NII. : 

check this first 

w pass the fixed up one / 

Error Alert ( str, rangeBase + bad - l ); a bad is 1 or 2 / 

return (num); 

w" converts string to number and pins it in range e/ 
long String Tonurnx str, low, hi 
char str; 
long low hi; 

char text 32 
long nurt; 
short bad, i. 

BlockMove ( str text 32 ); 
f ( ( (unsigned char) text 0}) > 3 text 0) 3 

bad an 0. 
for tiliCortext O; ++ 

a escape on first occurence of period 
lf (text (i) near decimalPoint 

text to n -l; 
break; 

if (! Cool digit (text (i)}) 
bad us ; 
Deletechars ( text, , , ); 
i-- 

s/ / a 
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StringtoNum text, Gnum ) 
if nun C low) if (bad) bad a 2; nurn low; 
if (nurt h) if (bad) bad 2; nun h; 

bad 
Nunrostring ( num, text }; 
ParamText NIL, NL text, NEI, ); 

Erroralert str, rangeBase t bad - i ; 

return ruit) 

short Suckhandle h pb ) 
register handle h; 
asks pb; 

short x locked; 

locked a Safelock ( h ); 
x Suckpointer ( "h, GetHandleSize ( h ), pb ); 
if (locked HUnlock h }; 
return x 

short Suckpointer ( p, l, pb ) 
Pt 
long l; 
PrinskPtir pb; 

pb->ioParam. oBuffer p; 
pb->ioParami oreqcount 
pb->ioParam.ioPosMode 0; 
return PBRead pb 0 

?t Toggles state of control item "/ 
TogglectItern ( dig, item 
Dialogtr dlg; 
short tea 

Rect 
Gontrolandle h; 

GetDI ten dig, item, Sr., iih, r) 
setctValue h, Get CtWalue h 

at chursor 

set Cursor ( Get Cursor 4 ) }; 

we allocates a zero-filled handie A 
Handie ZeroHandle size ) 
long size 

as 
MOVE.I. size A6). DO 
dc Ox322 
OWE. A.0 DO 

a allocates a zero-filled pointer 
it eropointext size 
long size; 

as 

OWE. size (A6), DO 
c. 0xA3E 

MOVE., AO, DO 

5,204,969 
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Miscoefs. C 

a Miscdefs. col987 Steve Capps 

7" prototypes for MiscTools.c tw 

findef True 
define True l 
end if 
findie False 

define False O 
endilf 
findef NII 

define N. 0. 
endf 

ifndef accessdenied 
define accessdenied (-5000) a missing from File:Mgr. h i? 
endif 

short Abs short ) 
short ABSPoint ( Point, Point ); 

Addichar ( char char ); 
Addistr ( char char ); 

short Alertx ( short ); 
r BlastPic ( short short, short ); 

BoxString ( char , short, short, short ); 
short cheapcompare ( char char }; 

Clearbytes ( Ptr, long ; 
Cearhandie ( Handle ; 

short Confiritualert ( char * short ); 
shot Confirm3Alert ( char short ); 
short Cooldigt ( char ); 

deleteChars ( char * short, short ); 
tr DeriveAddress ( short, short ); 

dumphandle ( Handle, Parmelk Ptr ); 
dumppointer ( Ptr, long, Parmblkptr ); 
Enablect Item (DialogPtr, short, short ); 
Error Alert char short ); 

short Extract Handle ( Handle, long, long, Handle long ; 
Filler ( Pitr, long, char ); 
Fixed ToString Fixed, char ); 

Pt Get Base void 
Rect f. Get Bounds ( void 
short Get Ctlitent DialogP tr, short ); 
short GetDepth void ; 
Fixed GetFixed Item ( DialogP tr, short, Fixed, Fixed ); 
dialogPtr Get Dialog ( short ); 

Get Indirect Rect short, short ); 
handle GetItemhand Dialog Ptr, short ); 

GetItern Rect ( Dialog Ptr, short, Rect ); 
long GetNumItem ( dialogP tr, short, long, long ; 
short Get Rowbytes ( void ): 

GetTextItern DialogPtr, short, char " ); 
shot Hitline Point, Point Point ); 
short HomeResfiex Handle ); 
short InsertFill ( Handle, long, long, char ); 

Insert Char ( char char, short ; 
IOAlert char short ); 

short max ( short, short ); 
short MaxPixels ( void ); 
short rain short short); 
long Mungerx ( Handle, long, Ptr, long, Ptr, long ) 
short File:Exists char * short ); 
short openResfilev ( char , short short 2; 
long PinRectX Rect Point ); 
short Rand short ); 

Restoreunder ( Rect , Handle ) 
short SafeLock handle ; 
short SafeopenRes ( char , short, short, short " ): 
short SafecloseRes ( short, short ); 
short SafeReplace ( Handle, long, long, Pt r, long 
hardle saveUnder Rect ); 

setctiltern DialogP tr, short, short ) 
SetNumItem ( DialogP tr, short long ) 
setTextItem ( Dialog Ptr, short, char " ) 
Set User Proc dialog Ptr, short Pitr ). 

long string Tofixed ( char , fixed 
Fixed string ToFixedx ( char , fixed, fixed ): 
long StringtoNumx ( char ... long, long 
short Sucklandie ( Handle, Parmblk Ptr ) 
shot Suckpointer Ptr, long, earnslkptr ); 

Togglect litem ( DialogPtr, short ); 
WatchCursor void 

Handle 2erohandle ( long ; 
Ptir 2eroPointer ( long ; 

f a 
A 

cSMR OWOA88> 
CSR OWOAB8> 
KSMR OWOA38> 
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short 
shot 
drivetr 
WCB 
shot 
short 

f a 
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Electable short ; 
GetdriveNun short ; 
Get DE short 
togetv.cb short ) 
GetRealWReft short ); 
online short 

Audiodes, c 

Sourdtrack source Audiodefisc 
copyright el987-88 Farallion computing, Inc. 

Written by Steve Capps with a lot of help from: 
Mike ameraux, Sam Roberts & Joe Sensendorf 

modification History: 

(SMR 

CSR 

(SMR 
(S 
CS 
KSR 

gSc 

CSR 

(SR 

of 2488 

Added undoeffect global to hold d of last successful effect to fix bad 
undo menu itern text bug. 
Corrected dimension of rateTable which should have been Anaxtchtl, not 
maxpitch (AudioInit assigns a value to ratefable maxPitch)). Corrected 
definition of maxkey which should have been 95 not 96. Added in Bkgnd 
global to indicate whether we are in background. 
bracket prototype for Shit in conditional compilation directives. 
Put WBl, stuff in separate include fille 
Put Mixer defines stuff in separate include file 
Changed maxFactor from 22257 to 22255 based on call from Brian McGhe. 

22Khz on the Macintosh is actually 22,254.54. Added RaxactorFixed 

of 26/88 
equate which is maxFactor with the repeating fraction as a Fixed. 
Add selfirst and sellast fields to UndoState for saving chanFirst and 
chanast of selection, 
Added currool field to Gwindow to keep track of currently selected tool 
so that we can highlight it properly. 
Added mixerabels array to Undo State for saving mixer labels. 

Macintosh include Files 

include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 

include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
incide 
clude 

include 

include 
include 
include 
include 

color 
colorToolbox 
control Mgr.h" 
DeskMgr.h 
Dialog-gir. 

File:Mgr.hr 
"FontMgr.h" 
HFs.ht 

"List.Mgr.h" 

ho 
"EventMgr.h 

MacTypes. h" 
MemoryMgr. 
MenuMgr.h" 
tosth 
"Quickdraw. 

ht 

ResourceMgr.h 
scrapMgr. h. 
Soddy." 
sound Mgr.h" 
rst dFile:Pkgh 
TextEdit 
footboxt 
wretracelig 
WindowMgr. 
ash 
pasca.h" 

sciefs c 
Fixed act 

h 
r 
he 

h ff CJs 2/4/87 af 
WB stuff ft CJs d5Alfes. A 
ise 

ce N. 
define N. 
end f 

I, Ol. 
race 

define 0. 

end if 

As CJs OS//sed f 
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free Tue 
cene true 
endif 
findef False 

define false O 
endlf 

typedef double Extended; A. 

wt debug messages f 
define beta il 

f Nominal sampling rate a 
define maxactor 222S, with 
define maxfactorFixed 0x56EE8BA3, we 

?t pitch of middle C for us and studio session "f 
define midC 60 
define adCSS 37 

ft Max pitch, 10 octaves, spread of dialog keyboard 'f 
cere tax pitch 9 
define-minkey -24 
define maxkey 95 A 

A number of scales in zoom box. A 
define nurtoon l? 

Wave 
define 
define 
define 

window Kind f 
waveKind l3 
clipkind la 
efixKrd 5 

w Minimum memory overhead required A 
define slopFactor .6384 , 

fe heights of various pieces / 
define wave-eight l?8 
define liabel Height is 
define windowHeight (waveHeightt labei Height*53) 

At Palette A 
define paletteh 0 
define palettew (waveHeight - label Height 6 

At Tool boxes / 
define toosh 8 
define toolsw (waveheight-labelheightt 22 

/ density meter f 
define density tools H+80 
define densityw waveHeight-label Heightt 2) 

w Report Shell a 
define reportH 298 
define reportW wave height label Height:16 

boxes. A 
toolNone - A 
tooee O 
tool play 
toodensity 2 
toolieter 3 
tooSpectrum 4 
naxTools 5 

?t Too 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 

/ Report boxes / 
define repCursor 0 
define replength ill 
define repSeiBeg 2 
define repSelend 3 
define repoopBeg 4 
define repoop.nd 5 
define maxReps 6 

f a delines for info f 
define hScale O 
define wscale l 
define recreq 2 
define playfrec 3 
define compress 4 
define rode 5 
define windPos 6 
define rate 7 
define left.ength 8 
define right Length 9 
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7 a defs 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
fdefine 
define 
define 
define 

define 
define 
define 
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for user prefs record from pre?s file / 
prefDisplay 0 7 default display resolution a 
prefines l A default dot vs lines / 
prefextent 2 a default left-length vs left-right / 
prefrate 3 w" default sampling rate a 
prefcomp A. a default compression / 
prefaode - 5 / mono/stereo */ 
prefort 6 a True for port A (Modem) w 
prefloud w preferred volume w 
prefuser 8 a misc style (bits defined below a 

userPlaySell w play from selection a 
userRecSel 2 A record at selection / 
user:EfxSel 4 /* True if effects disabled on null selection 7 

f opcodes for sound effects a 

define 
define 
define 

opdot 0 
opewt i 
opClose 3 

a Indexes into the jump table for external procs / 

clefine 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
dee 
define 
deine 
define 
define 
define 

define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
defife 
define 
define 
define 
defe 
define 
define 
define 
cere 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
deine 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 

indoModify 0 
denurtuber 
Number 2 
iH2Sample 3 
Sample2H 4 
iupdatewindows 5 
Getidialog 6 
iGetNumitem 7 
SetNuntern 8 
WatchCrsor 9 

istring Tofixed lo 
iFixed Tostring ll 
iBlast Pic 12 
i2eroHandle l8 
Plot Pixels 4 

iToggiectltem 15 
Undonsert 6 
Undon one 7 
indoPrep l8 
Hitline 9 

iClearBits 20 
iGetLog 2. 
iSetSelection 22 
GetTextItem 23 
SetTextten 24 
dB2Lin 25 
MBFter 26 
iCheckMemory 27 
GetCtten 28 
SetCttern 29 
ienablectitera 30 
Extractance 3 
draw FR 32 
Set Userproc 33 
MyFix2x 34 

iMyFrac2x 35 
FixATan2 36 
Fixdiv. 37 
FixMu 38 
FixRate 39 
Frac2Fix 40 
x2Fix 4. 
Fix2Frac 42 

iFraccos 43 
Fracow 44 
FracMu 45 
FracS 46 
FracSqrt 47 
x2Frac 48 
Fix Round 49 
Mungerx 50 
cetFixedItern 5 
String Tonumx 52 
StringTofixed x 53 
iSafeReplace 54 
SafeLock 55 
SelSpace 56 

t2Oona 57 
dT 58 

id:Timit S9 
DHTwindow 60 
Power 6 

iFilipper 62 
nurn Jumps 63 

108 
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W our friend the mouse button / 
define WA OxD4 

define maxLabText 32 

a enable bits stored in effect names w 

define efixGen. 7" effect can generate samples 
define efx.comp 2 /* effect can operate on compressed 
define efxStered 4. / effect can operate on stered only 
define exColor 8 /* effect requires Color Quickdraw 

extern Ptr SoundPtr : 0x0262: 
extern Ptr ApplScratch : 0xA78; a pointer to jump table */ 
Wextern Pitr current A5 : 0x904; / 
/*extern char Hill iteMode : 0x938; */ 
extern char pramWol : 0x208; 

/h - 

new SysEnvirons constants 
t/ 
defe evacIx S / Macintosh IIx e/ 
define env68030 4. v 68030 processor ef 

typedef struct f studio session header f 
short loopStart; 
short loop End: 
char flags 2; 
short length; 
w samples: ARRAY (l..l.) OF Signed Byte; " 

Zound, 2cund Ptr 2cund Handle; 

typedef struct 
short id; 
long any; 
handle h; 

Effect; 

A sane structure but for 4 channel mixed one / 
typedef struct { 

long court 
long delta (4; 
Ptr wave (4); e 
long ticks 4; 
long delay4); 
long delta284; 
Pt wave2B4); 
short null 

} Play4 List: 
define placount O 
define placielta 4. 
define pl4 wave 20 
define platicks 36 
define pi4delay S2 
fodefine pladelta2B 68 
define plawave2B 84 
define planull 00 
define plarec 02 

typedef long Report (max Reps); 
typedef Report Report Ptr; 
typedef Reportetr ReportHandle; 

de 

typede? long Editiifo (16); 
typedef Editinfo Edit InfoPtr; 
typedef EditInfoPtr Edit InfoHandle; 

typedef struct { 
long simpleft, sampRight; 
short color; 
char text (max.abtext; 

Label Label Ptir, Label Handle; 

typedef struct 
long sample; 
short color; 

Color, Coloretir, Colorhandle; 
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typedef struct 
Point 
shore 
Rect 

Knotist; 

A SoundTrack wi 
typedef struct 

111 

septs; 
nknots; 
bounds 

dow / 
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7 Handle of points / 
W. Number of knots aw 
A bounds of knots of 

112 

dialogRecord wind; 
char name (64); A Name, possibly Untitled a 
char resMarne (64; file narae for resources tw 
short wRefNuri; 
shot untitled; A True if untitled tw 
short readOnly; a True if read only a 
short dirty; w° true if file dirty w 
short active; A true if window is active / 

long fileType; a file type w 
short resource; A true if resource not file a 
short reskind; A a snd or 2 or ?? A 

EHandle te; f shared text edit record A 

long display; a division factor for display w 
short lines; At True if dot ws lines / 
short extent; a true if left-length vs left-right tw 
short port; w true if A port a 

short chanFirst; f first channel to display / 
short chanvast A last channel to display a 

Rect data Box a box containing graphics w 
Rect label Box; a box containing labels / 
Rect scroll Box; A scroll bar's box / 
Control handle scrol ws scroll bar itself w 
short scroScale; w multiplier fror scroll bar to 

Bit-tap off BM; a bitmap for above 7 
short active Rep; a which report is active a 
short activeLabel; f active Label W 
short activeLabel 28; f active label-to-be / 
Report reports; 7 user display values / 

handle data (2); At stereo wave data itself '7 
handle leftovers; A balance of snd resources */ 

handle bits; wt offscreen bitmap w 

long selAnchor; wn selection pivot point / 
short caret Or f A True if cursor drawn / 
long caret Time; Wh cursor time / 

long info (16); ?t info f 

Label handle labels; f handle to abels. A 
shot nabels; / number of labels i? 

Colorhandle colors; 7 handle to color list / 
short nColors; f 4 colors / 
short baseCoor we color of whole wave if none f 

WindowPt nextAlpha; a next window in alpha list / 

short curTool we currently selected tool (or -l if none) / 7 CSMR 09/ls/88> / 
GWiddow, GWindPeek; 

typedef struct 
GWindPeek wind; / a which windows in mix "/ 
long beg; / left limit in each window a 
long end w right limit in each window a 
short chanFirst; a for left, right or stereo 7 
short chanast; 
short sRate; w sample rate a 
shot sode W stereo mode? A 
short label; /s label from window if any / 
Rect wave; w boxes containing wave displays '? 
handle bits; 7A handle to bitmaps 7 
Knotist knots w list of envelopes / 

MixTrack; 

typedef struct 
GWindPeek wind; wt window that was undone '7 
shot msg; with stir id for operations description a 
short chanFirst; wd saved chanFirst f As Csc 08A26/88> / 
short chanLast; wt saved chanlast / / Csc 08/26/88> / 



short 
short 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
short 
shot 
andle 
andle 
andle 

short 
andle 

short 
Report 
Editinfo 
shot 
long 
long 
short 

UndoState; 

A Globas av 

extee. 

exter 
exter 

exe 

exter 
exe 

ext sea 

extee 

exter 
exes 

ete 

exte: 

extee 
exe 
exlet 
exes 

exe 
exes 
exes 

extern 

extet 
exe 

exce 

exteer 
extern 
exter 
exte 
exter 
exe 

exte 

exter 

exter 
A 

exe 

exteer 
exce 

exe 
exes 

extern 
extern 

exten 
exes 

exes 

Event Record 
short 
Post 
long 
shot 
Port 

GridPeek 
short 

Boolean 
long 

short 

short 

GridPeek 
cindeek 
short 
enharde 

ixed 
short 
short 

short 

WBBock 
PlayList 

long 

Effect 
char 
short 
short 
short 

t 

o 
short 

shot 

long 

undostate 
short 

short 
slot 
char 
char 

cindeek 
Dialogetr 
short 

113 
sel First 
sellast; 
delbeg 
delete; 
insBeg; 
insert 
lengths2; 
del Begs2; 
insBegs 2: 
simpleMod; 
info. 
data 2. 
scrap; 
labels; 
nabels; 
colors; 
Colors 

rep; 
inf; 
typing; 

A ?h 
f R 
w a 
A 
f it 
A 
f a 
f : 
f it 
A 
wn 
A 
f it 
ft 
wit 
v 
f a 
t 

f 
ft 

mixer Begs (nmixers+1): 
mixerends nixers+1}; 
mixerLabels nMixers+l; / 

evt 

saved selections charfirst A fit csc 08/26/88> f 
saved selection's changst tw f Csc of 26/88 tw 
beginning of selection w 
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deleted length f 
location of insection f 
new insertion length 
real lengths before operation a 
real delete begins a 
real insert begins a 
true if delete and insert represent a simple modw 
saved info etc. A 
sawed data's a 
scrap f saved a 
labels if saved f 
number of labels f 
labels if saved / 
number of lates A 
saved report w 
saved info A 
in typing mode w 
f start of selection in axer tw 
f end of selection in mixer tw 

A 

associated label f / CSMR 10A02/88> af 

event record et a tw 
evt Shift, evt Option, evtContand; 
evtpt; 
click 2Tine 
click2X 
c cKLoc 

playWindow; 
playing: 

showing; 
oldposin; 

byebye; 

in Bkgrid; 

front 
first Alpha; 
curdepth; 
menus (8; 

scales run2dot; 
skips num2 oom); 
scalesnuin2Oort; 

keys lz; 

sound WB 
soundtrack 

fe 

f it 

f 

f a 

f 
A 
fe 

4. A 

fe 

A 

f it 

rateTable (maxpitch+1; f 

effects (50; 
efxBits 50; 
cureffect; 
undoeffect 
nunnex 
jumpfable numjumps); f it 

sforg; 
update.ock; 

reportoffset; 

prefs (16); 

undone 
unclean 

error Base 
rangeBase; 
decita Point; 
minus Sign 

clipboard; 
Sixer 
anixVisible 

A 

a 

f 

A 
f 

ft 
ff 
f 

A 
fe 
f it 

window currently playing 

true if playback marker visible / 

rue when time to exit w 

True if in background / At CSR 24Ass> 

frontost widow A 
first window in alpha list f 
current screen depth a 
or neus A 

density stuff / 

keyboard selector offsets f 

out WB block f 
info for what's playing / 

pitch to DDA rate w A 8 SMR owAA88> 

Effects area if 
style of effects a 
D of current effect. A 
Id of last successful effect v A SMR Of23ABB 
number of effects w 
jump table for run-tine call back "w 

stic file iocation if 
updatewindows lock 'f 

horz offset of report boxes a 

user prefs w 

undo state A 
true from undoprep to cleanup w 

export for OAlert a 
export for GetNumter, et al. f. 
export for GetFixed Item, Fixed Tostring */ 
export for GetFixed Item, Fixed Tostring / 

clipboard window a 
Mixer window. A 
raiser visible f 

s/ 

f 

ef 
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extern short macii; wf true if Mac II A 
extern short fast CPU; Wf true if 020 around A 
extern short color CPU; / true if color around a 
extern short watoK; true if multi finder A 
extern short stereook; /h true if stereo driver OK. A 

extern long maxSpace, maxLeft; wn used by gas meter w 
extern Pt maxIoc; w pointer to place on screen a 
extern long naxRow; 7 row bytes a 
extern short TaxWords; Wa words to bit W 

exter RGBColo palettel 6) / colors available a 
extern short nMenu Colors; ?t number of colors in Rhenu / 
extern RGBColor blackhole; At back RGB 
extern handle old Proc, men uproc; vt our menu proc 'f 

extern Fixed logsl28; 7 log2(l) ... log2(4) in 128 steps / 

extern long memory slop; w dynamic slopFactor w 

extern Grafport offport; wn l bit offscreen port / 
extern MixTrack mixes nixers +l); W mix info 4 channes + dest / 
extern short nMixed; 7 how many mix so far / 
extern Fixed TlxDelta; /* display delta pixels/sample w 
extern short mixSkip; v amount to skip w 
extern short mixMaster; / master gain vs. 100 / 
extern short mixSelect; a item selected 
extern short mixActive; 7" mixer active w 

extern short origVolume; a saved volume setting a 

extern Pt patch area; w" sys heap patch jumps a 
extern Pt save.Seth.Size W real setHandleSize t 
exter Pt saveSysbeep; w" real sys beep / 

exter shot portUsed 2; w set true when port inited v 

extern short defresource; a /* true if resource files / 
y 

extern short CWSDStatus. 6); 7 for cvsd conversion / up 

extern short fail Safe; 7 lock out for shit w 

extern short . compRatio (); / compression ratios corresponding to w->info compress a/ 

extern short compID}; a corresponding compression IDs A/ 

extern long nextOntitled; 7 next untitled window sequence number w at Cisc ow?ows: ?h 

w" Procedures from Audio.c 
e/ 

ActivateWindow ( GWind Peek short ; 
AlphaInsert ( Gwind Peek ); 
Alpha Inval ( void ); 
Alpha Kiili ( GWindPeek ); 
Carethide GWindPeek ) 
Cleancut GWindPeek, long }; 
ClearBits ( GWindPeek ); 

long beNumber Gwind Peek, char ); 
Dirtydocument GwindPeek ); 
Filt2toor ( GWindPeek ); 

short FrontClose void ); 
HideplayPoint void ); At CS O4/05 wes> t. 

void GetNextName char ); We esc of 2088 tw 
long . H2Sample ( GWindPeek, short ; 

rwaldoc ( GWind Peek ) 
Invertsaraple ( Gwind Peek, long, long, short, short 2; 
Kildocument GWindPeek ); 
KillSound void ); 

GWindPeek Newdocument ( char * short, char * }; 
Number GWind Peek long, char " ) 

long NumberRep ( GWindPeek, short, char }; 
Nurt Box GWindPeek short ); 

long PinLength GWindPeek ); 
long Pinsample GWindPeek, long ); 
short Sample2H GWind Peek, long ); 

Scrol. 2 label ( GWind Peek short ); 7 CSMR ow?888> A 
SelectXOR GWindPeek ) 

long SelSpace ( GWind Peek ); 
SetSelection Gwind Peek, long, long, short short 
Undonsert ( long, long ); 
UndoModify long, long ); 
UndoNone void ); 

short UndoPrep Gwind Peek, short, long, long short ) 
UpdateWindows void 
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7. Procedures from AudioIo.c 

FileDelete vold ; 
Fileopen void ); 
FeRead cond Peek ); 
FileSave ( GWind Peek, short ); 

A procedures from Audio initic 

intmain void ); 

/* Procedures from AudioMix.c 

short 
wod 
wdd 
void 

Kill Mixer void ); 
MxActivate short ); 
Mix Disconnect ( short ); 
MixEvent ( short Event Record ); 
xide void ); 

MixInval GWind Peek ); 
MixIt Up ( void ); a 
Mixlabel ( GWind Peek, short ); 
Mixlabel Kill ( GWindPeek, short ); 
Mix.abels Kili ( GWindPeek ); 
MixLabel Renew ( GWindPeek, short ); 
MixRect ( short Rect ); 

... MixRenew short ); 
MixSetup ( GWindPeek, short ); 

w Procedures from AudioReports.c 
sf 

ReportAll GWindPeek ); 
ReportCheck GWindPeek ); 
Reportclick GWindPeek, short ); 
ReportClose void ); 
ReportCursor GWind Peek ); 
ReportDensity ( GWindPeek ); 
ReportJam ( Gwind Peek 
ReportLength ( GWind Peek ); 
ReportLoop ( GWind Peek ; 
Report Open GWindPeek, short ); 
Report Record ( Gwind Peek, short ); 
ReportRect ( short Rect }; 
ReportSelect ( GWind Peek 3; 
ReportUpdate GWindPeek short, long, short ); 

w rocedures from AudioScC. c. 
af 

iong 
short 

long 
long 
long 
long 
shot 
shot 

long 
long 
long 
long 

Build Flip ( Ptr ); 
Convert Rate Ptr, Ptr, short short, long ); 
Flip ( short ); 
Interrupts ( short ); 
Mono.5Khz ( Ptr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 
Mono7Khz ( Pitr Pt long, Ptr ); 
MonollKhz ( Ptr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 
Mond22Khz ( Ptr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 
sample22Khz (Pitr, Rect , Pt r, short short ); 
Samples22Khz (Ptr, Pitr, Rect , Ptr, short, short ); 
SCCClose ( Ptr ); 
SCCInit ( Pitr ); 
SCCPoke Ptr, short, short ); 
sccPort short Pitr Ptr ); 
Stereo.5Khz ( Pitr, Ptr, Pitr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 
stereo Khz ( Pitr, Ptr, Ptr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 
StereollKhz Ptr, Pitr, Ptr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 
Stereo22Khz ( Ptr, Pitr, Ptr, Ptr, long, Ptr ); 

Mixer.h 

At Mixer stuff 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 
define 

Mixers 4 
mixRowaytes 26 
nixWidth 198 
mix Height 48 - 
mixReal Hite (mixHeight + 2 knot Indent) 
mixSpacing 55 
mixh 131 
raxW 11 
mixOut nMxers 
knotindent 2 

A 
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We claim: 
1. A device for editing sounds comprising: 
a memory for storing a sound waveform; 
a display for visually displaying the stored waveform; 
an editor for editing the appearance of a predeter- 5 
mined portion of the visually displayed waveform 
by manipulation of said visually displayed wave 
form; and 

means for changing the sound waveform stored in the 
means for storing in accordance with changes 10 
made in the visually displayed waveform by the 
editor; 

wherein the memory stores a digital representation of 
the waveform, and the display displays an analog 
representation of the waveform; and S 

wherein the display comprises a display displaying 
the amplitude of the waveform along a first associ 
ated axis and time along a second associated axis; 

wherein the editor comprises: 
means for displaying a sound characteristics control 20 

line adjacent to the displayed waveform; and 
means for displacing at least one segment of the sound 

characteristics control line adjacent to the portion 
of the displayed waveform; 

wherein the editor comprises mean for altering a 25 
specified characteristic of a portion of the stored 
waveform corresponding to the portion of the 
displayed waveform adjacent to the displaced line 
segment. 

2. The device of claim 1, wherein each of the means 30 
comprise a portion of a computer. 

3. The device of claim 2, wherein the computer com 
prises a Macintosh computer and a computer program 
installed in the Macintosh computer. 

4. The device of claim 1, wherein the display simulta 
neously displays a plurality of independent waveforms. 

5. The device of claim 4, wherein the means for edit 
ing comprises means for mixing the independent wave 
forms. 

6. The device of claim 5, wherein the means for mix 
ing comprises: 
means for moving each independent displayed wave 
form relative to the associated time axis; and 

means for combining the independently displayed 45 
waveforms wherein a stored waveform the visual 
representation of which has been moved relative to 
the associated time axis is correspondingly shifted 
in time relative to the other independent wave 
forms by the means for editing. 50 

7. The device of claim 5, wherein the display displays 
four independent waveforms. 

8. The device of claim 1, wherein the amount of alter 
ation of the specified characteristic is a function of the 
amount of displacement of the line segment. 55 

9. The device of claim 1, wherein the means for dis 
placing comprises means for indicating a specific point 
on the sound characteristics control line, which specific 
point denotes one end of the line segment. 

10. The device of claim 1, wherein the means for 
editing comprises: 
means for selecting a portion of the waveform; and 
means for moving the selected portion to a position 
on the waveform other than an original position of 65 
the selected portion. 

35 
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11. The device of claim 1, wherein the means for 

editing comprises: 
means for selecting a portion of the waveform; and 
means for copying the selected portion and inserting 

the copied portion in the waveform. 
12. The device of claim 1, wherein the means for 

editing comprises: 
means for selecting a portion of the waveform; and 
means for deleting the selected portion from the 
waveform. 

13. The device of claim 1, wherein the sounds are 
multichannel sounds. 

14. The device of claim 13, wherein the display simul 
taneously displays a separate waveform for each chan 
nel of a multichannel sound. 

15. The device of claim 13, wherein the means for 
editing independently edits each channel of a multi 
channel sound. 

16. A device for editing sounds comprising: 
a memory for storing a sound waveform; 
a display for visually displaying the stored waveform; 
an editor for editing the appearance of a predeter 
mined portion of the visually displayed waveform 
by manipulation of said visually displayed wave 
form; and 

means for changing the sound waveform stored in the 
memory in accordance with changes made in the 
visually displayed waveform by the editor; 

wherein the memory stores a digital representation of 
the waveform, and the display displays an analog 
representation of the waveform; and 

wherein the display comprises a display displaying 
the amplitude of the waveform along a first associ 
ated axis and time along a second associated axis; 
and 

wherein the editor comprises: 
means for displaying an amplitude control line sub 

stantially parallel to the time axis; and 
means for displacing at least one segment of the line 

adjacent to a portion of the displayed amplitude 
peaks; 

wherein the editor comprises means for altering the 
amplitude of a portion of the amplitude peaks of the 
stored waveform corresponding to the portion of 
the displayed amplitude peaks adjacent to the dis 
placed line segment, the amount of alteration of the 
amplitude being a function of the amount of dis 
placement of the line segment. 

17. A device for editing sounds comprising: 
a memory for storing a sound waveform; 
a display for visually displaying the stored waveform; 
an editor for editing the appearance of a predeter 
mined portion of the visually displayed waveform 
by manipulation of said visually displayed wave 
form; and 

means for changing the sound waveform stored in the 
memory in accordance with changes made in the 
visually displayed waveform by the editor; 

wherein the memory stores a digital representation of 
the waveform, and the display displays an analog 
representation of the waveform; and 

wherein the display comprises a display displaying 
the amplitude of the waveform along a first associ 
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ated axis and time along a second associated axis; 
and 

wherein the editor comprises: 
means for displaying a pitch control line substantially 

parallel to the time axis; 
means for displacing at least one segment of the line 

adjacent to a portion of the display amplitude 
peaks; and 

wherein the editor comprises means for altering the 
pitch of a portion of the stored waveform corre 
sponding to the portion of the displayed amplitude 
peaks adjacent to the displaced line segment, the 
amount of alteration of the pitch being a function of 
the amount of displacement of the line segment. 

18. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 
of: 

storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said displayed waveform; and 
changing the stored waveform in accordance with 
changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; 

wherein the step of storing comprises storing a digital 
representation of the waveform, and the step of 
displaying comprises displaying an analog repre 
sentation of the waveform; and 

wherein the step of displaying comprises displaying 
the amplitude of the waveform along a first associ 
ated axis and time along a second associated axis; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 

10 

5 

30 

displaying a sound characteristics control line adja 
cent to the displayed waveform; and 

displacing at least one segment of the sound charac 
teristics control line adjacent to a portion of the 
displayed waveform; 

wherein the step of editing comprises altering a speci 
fied characteristic of portion of the stored wave 
form corresponding to the portion of the displayed 
waveform adjacent to the displaced line segment. 

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the step of dis 
playing comprises displaying the amplitude of the 
waveform along a first associated axis and time along a 
second associated axis. 

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the step of dis 
playing comprises simultaneously displaying a plurality 
of independent waveforms. 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the step of edit 
ing comprises mixing the independent waveforms. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of mix 
ing comprises: 
moving each independent displayed waveform rela 

tive to the associated time axis; 
combining the independently displayed waveforms 

wherein a stored waveform the visual representa 
tion of which has been moved relative to the asso 
ciated time axis is correspondingly shifted in time 
relative to the other independent waveforms by the 
step of editing. 

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of dis 
playing comprises displaying four independent wave 
forms. 

24. The method of claim 18, wherein the sounds are 
multichannel sounds. 

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of dis 
playing simultaneously displays a separate waveform 
for each channel of a multichannel round. 
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26. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of edit 

ing independently changes each channel of a multichan 
nel sound. 

27. The method of claim 18, wherein the amount of 
alteration of the specified characteristic is a function of 
the amount of displacement of the line segment. 

28. The method of claim 18, wherein the step of dis 
placing comprises indicating a specific point on the 
sound characteristics control line, with specific point 
denotes one end of the line segment. 

29. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 
of: 

storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said displayed waveform; and 
changing the stored waveform in accordance with 

changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; and 

wherein the step of storing comprises storing a digital 
representation of the waveform, and the step of 
displaying comprises displaying an analog repre 
sentation of the waveform; and 

wherein the step of displaying comprises displaying 
the amplitude of the waveform along a first associ 
ated axis and time along a second associated axis; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 
displaying an amplitude control line substantially 

parallel to the time axis; and 
displacing at least one segment of the line adjacent to 

a portion of the displayed amplitude peaks; 
wherein the step of editing comprises altering the 

amplitude of a portion of the amplitude peaks of the 
stored waveform corresponding to the portion of 
the displayed amplitude peaks adjacent to the dis 
placed line segment, the amount of alteration of the 
amplitude being a function of the amount of dis 
placement of the line segment. 

30. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 
40 of: 

45 

50 

55 
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storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said visually displayed waveform; 
and 

changing the stored waveform in accordance with 
changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; 

wherein the step of storing comprises storing a digital 
representation of the waveform, and the step of 
displaying comprises displaying an analog repre 
sentation of the waveform; and 

wherein the step of displaying comprises displaying 
the amplitude of the waveform along a first associ 
ated axis and time along a second associated axis; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 
displaying a pitch control line substantially parallel to 

the time axis; and 
displacing at least one segment of the line adjacent to 
a portion of the display amplitude peaks; 

wherein the step of editing comprises altering the 
pitch of a portion of the stored waveform corre 
sponding to the portion of the displayed amplitude 
peaks adjacent to the displaced line segment, the 
amount of alteration of the pitch being a function of 
the amount of displacement of the line segment. 

31. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 
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storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said displayed waveform; and 
changing the stored waveform in accordance with 
changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 
selecting a portion of the waveform; and 
moving the selected portion to a position in the wave 
form other than an original position of the selected 
portion. 

32. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 
of: 

storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said displayed waveform; and 
changing the stored waveform in accordance with 

changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 
selecting a portion of the waveform; and 
copying the selected portion and inserting the copied 

portion in the waveform. 
33. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 

of: 
storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said displayed waveform; and 
changing the stored waveform in accordance with 
changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 
selecting a portion of the waveform; and 
deleting the selected portion from the waveform. 
34. A device for editing sounds comprising: 
a memory for storing a sound waveform; 
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a display for visually displaying the stored waveform; 
an editor for editing the appearance of a predeter 
mined portion of the visually displayed waveform 
by manipulation of said visually displayed wave 
form; and 

means for changing the stored sound waveform in 
accordance with changes made in the displayed 
waveform by the editor; 

wherein the editor comprises: 
means for displaying a sound characteristics control 

line adjacent to the displayed waveform; and 
means for displacing at least one segment of the sound 

characteristics control line adjacent to a portion of 
the displayed waveform; 

wherein the editor comprises means for altering a 
specified characteristic of a portion of the stored 
waveform corresponding to the portion of the 
displayed waveform adjacent to the displaced line 
segment. 

35. A method for editing sounds comprising the steps 
of: 

storing a waveform representing a sound; 
displaying the waveform on a display; 
editing the appearance of the displayed waveform by 

manipulation of said displayed waveform; and 
changing the stored waveform in accordance with 
changes made in the displayed waveform by the 
step of editing; 

wherein the step of editing comprises: 
displaying a sound characteristics control line adja 

cent to the displayed waveform; and 
displacing at least one segment of the sound charac 

teristics control line adjacent to a portion of the 
displayed waveform; 

wherein the step of altering comprises altering a spec 
ified characteristic of a portion of the stored wave 
form corresponding to the portion of the displayed 
waveform adjacent to the displaced line segment. 


